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REDUCE POLES
AROUND TOWN
t Concerns Using Posts Will
Have to Consolidate Them
FOURTH STREET FILL
ON PRIVATE PROPERTY
Electric Light Pala Tel Be Shut
Down foe Few Days Next
Week: for Repairs
MU.1kT MAKE SURVEY
FOR NEW DRAIN SEWER
Yesterdity ',ftrrhootts at the meeting
• of the Iseaed'of public works, another
..ep was tagetilrobiting towards get-
tiog rid of ,many poles that stand
upon thc eteiges, around over this city,
4 And are used** the telephoge, tele-
graph and electric lighting companies.
1 ills action of yesterday was the re-
sult of the application or the tele-
phont. comp:outs for permission to
-put up new poles here and there over
the city and take down the old ones.
1 he time being propitious the board
of works ordered tire telephone peo-
ple. electric light people and Superin-
tendent Keebler of the city electric
lieett plant, get together and ses if
arrangements cannot be thade for one
• line of polts.slosig every street, and
all the companies combine and use
many of those no up can be done
away with, inasrnuch as heretofore the
respective companies have each had
their separate poles. By using joint
poles one can be made to do what
tour has in the coast, therefore, the
4 the thoroughfare gotten rid of three.
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott was
given authority to purchase a metel
cable. tat will stretch from bank to
the dump ueed by the -public for the
purpose cd dumping refuse and dirt
into the river at the foot of Boyd
street. The cable is to displace the
rope now being used. -the inspecter
reported to ehe board that he had
ditched ginterc alongside thc drive-
way leading"from Sixth street to the
dump. ,
It was citelered that a new horse
be bppght, for the street department,
on acchint 01 the nid onea being about
worked out. lfrereafter while one
animal is triting-np-on the new ceme-
tery farm, the balance will be worked.
Thisr !reek, 000 sU , be, pressed Into
service and then another of the tired-
out Milts'aenetrt.ilig place for a rest.
The street inspector informed the
board of •weatita-that the city owned
a right-of-way for only 3 66 foot
street out ,Fportit from Hluabande td-
wards ErizabOW' *OW the dirt be-
ing taken freak oyote „streets is being
placed in the hollow on South Fourth
.so as to raiskokthe lgner to a keighth
equal to abetting thoroughfares. This
dirt is gettting_teue upon the private
property adjoin* the street, and the
insogeteue advised against letting this
be done, for fear of litigation in tne
fullIrsta • Nothing was done though. as
the property owners will doubtless be
glad to get, „the new highway run
through. evert if a little of their
ground g:ts covered up with dirt.
_
.. re
board that the valve tetamber ,at the
-sanitary sewerage pumping station at
Third and Clay Wets, ought to be
cemented. on the outside, inasmuch as
it was noe'llitnroved in the inside
when installed. The matter was left
over for the Om e being.
The water, stand?i ihr slaters in
Wolen's addftion and rthe Northvie,w
*Maori, greçn stunv. iceumulating on
the top. I rteitold directed the
street inealhetllit to 'clean them out
properly.
Severat----weaks ago the board of
works got Hendrick; Miller and Nim-
ble to lot-duple, tho,law and find out
who had , authority to elect the
marketmaster, whstfmastier lend other
eity officials. the hoard of works or
eity legislative di ele The taw/airs
found this auth *as vested "nth
the board of w !old these latter
members heft& opirtion fo. the
legislative auth It went •15e4
fore the aickermen. 'whp ordered
brought in an ordinance, empower-
Inc, the board of works to make these
seleetions. The opinion seem& to
have }seen side-tracked en route to the,
council, where it welt never *prescritel,
so the board of . works ditected a elected today eleven are 
Democrats. for $28 claimed due as usury on
Cth,4,044-
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letter to the city clerk asking wleet
had become of the opinion of the it:
tor neys.
City Engineed Washington ea,
authorized te; buy a "weir" which 's
used in measuring the bottom of sew.
crage pipes.
Superintendent Keebler of the elec.-
-Hie -4ight plait, informed:elite—MOM-
leers that two armatures had burned
out at the power-house, and repairs
would be tocessery. Ile %vat empow-
ered to shut the current off next Mon-
day and remain dosed down for four
days, in order these armatures could
be repaired, and other things attend-
ed to. They will not close down now
and leave the cite- in darkness, on ac-
count of the thugs usually following
a carnival. And then by next week
•he moon will be out shining brightly
each evening. In this connection it
was ordered that a•letter be sent the
council and aldermen, pointing out to
them the bad shape in which the pow-
er-house is. and request that they hur-
ry up with the work of enlarging the
capacity of the institution, and in-
stalling new machinery.
• The Palmer-Ferguson mill people,
of South Third street claim they can-
not be held by the city and made
to pay fur the paved street work
running in front of ettejr property at
Third and Elizabeth, on the grouted
that years ago the forpeer owner of
the property, Ethridge ,rahner, got -a
release for future street improve-
ments, when he dediiated the cites
enough ground to run Elizabeth street
down from Third to the river rront.
The Ferguson-Palmer people ask the
board of works to relieve them of
paying the debt, but the bard di-
rected a letter to them, saying the
claim waa a just one; and would have
to be paid.
-DETECTIVE'S
SUIT NOW U
money Ledford loaned White. Led-
terd is the loan man of South FOurti,
street.
P Sued For Judgment.W. U. Thornpsott filed suit in the
circuit court again ee Joe Smith, ask-
ing Smith September 4th, Igoe in the•
, , courts here. Tito jodement was for
--- ---
 a -Zerfsi-an-d TheiMpeCati never could-
Speeches Will Be Made- To- collect the jedgetteau& on account of
Stella having nettling. Now he has
day in E. B. Osborne Case a $250 allowance monthly, and the
plaintiff seeks to recover from this.
The amount asked for is $225.
JOE WOODS PAID
$soo BY DEMOCRAT.
Agreed Judgment far $t and Costs
in Cases of Bessie O'Brien
Against Others.
The general council was ordered
advised of the fact that it was neces-
sary to widen the culvert and bridge
on the fill running along Broadway
just beyond Fountain avenue. The
fill has been made Wider, therefore
the culvert will have to be done like-
City Engineer Washington. we. in
strtxted to drop everything else go-
ing on in his office, until he finishes
making the survey for the line of
drain piping that will run from Thirail
and Harrison streets to the river's
edge, several hundred feet awy. Suits
are being filed aginst the municipality
lo people of that section, because the
seater stands in tits gutters and hol-
lows, therefore it is urgent the drain
pipes be gotten down Immediately.
The board of works referred to the
city engineee the question of drain-
ing off some water standing around
the tr. Weil distillery of Mechanics-
burg. This is the plant formerly own-
ed by Hessig.
The claims of the Southern Belo
titbit- company. and Thomas Bridges
and son, were allowed, they being
for dirt furnished and hauled iwa,y for
the municipality by these private eon-
tractors.
••••••.•••••
MUNICIPAL
OWNERSHIP
MAKES OMAHA D1OMOCRATIC
FOR FIRST TIME IN SIX-
TEEN YEARS
Omaha, Neb., May e.—On a plat-
form of municipal ownership James
C. Dahlman Was today elected mayor/.
of Omaha and every Democrat can-
didate except one was also elected.
It is the first time -for sixteen years
that the Democrats have carried the
City.
W. L. THOMPSON •
SUED JOE SMITH
There is now on trial in the Cir-
cuit court the suit of E. B. Osborne
against T. J. Wore *rid William
Baker, former city detectives for
$3.000 damages for 'atkged false at-
test and imprisonment. The testi-
many was all finished yesterday and
the arguments will be made this
morning. The action then goes to
the jury to decide.
Osborne was arrested here last • fail
by the detectives on information got-
ten from McKenzie, Tenn., that he
was wanted there for carrying con-
cealed weapons. He was locked up
ene night and day here, and then
after a conversation over the tele
phone .with the McKenzie marshal,
the officers let him go. they claiming,
he paid he would go back to the
Tennessee city without anyone ae•
conipanying him, if released.
claims his arrest was wrong and no
charge was against him.
There was withdrawn by the plain-
tiff the suit of Joseph Woods against
;he Democrat Publishing company.
v•herein former sued the newspaper
for $to,000 damages on the ground
tie paper referred to him as a thug
and called him other injurious names.
The paper compromised the matter
with the plaititiff, giving him $aoo,
being the entire cost of the litigation.
The paper made this detrimental re-
ference while plaintiff was captain of
the police force.
A divorce was granted plaintiff in
the suit of James L. Neece against
Armata Neece.
Theee was entered up an agreed
judgment of $1 and costs for plain-
tiff in the suit of Bessie O'Brien
against Fannie Walker. There wett;
then dismissed without prejudice lihe
suit of the O'Brien girl agaihst
Laura Brame. for damages. the
VBrien girl claims the other re.
d she had gone to California
iaet ear to be delivered of a child.
when injact she just went away for
a visit to gelatives. All she wanted
tr. bringing the suits was exoneration,
and agreed to the judgment.
The defendants made a motion for
a new trial of the suit of James P.
I olt against Samuel Livingston
Wherein the day before Hole got
judgment for money de him from
defendants on a note the Livintston's-
exectited. and which note was bought
from the hank by Holt.
MANY STRIKES IN
NEW ENGLAND.
None,_Howeosyver,_tlrag Trades.e Proportionsma t
Boston, May at—May,) day was
marked by numerous strikes in New
Engfand. The majority of the diffi-
celtfes were confined to the bedlding
trades. Strikes of carpenters occurred
in Lawrence an vicinity, and in other
places. The Lawrence men, about
tpoo in number, demand an eight-
hpue day at a wage of $3. In Lynn
about aoo machinists, *who desire a
sn(n: ohtit.
ers, painters and plumbers are
ur day with a half holiday
aent
4
Seterday, are idle, aid a number of
car 
.eitielitions are unsettled in the
Cape Ann granite district in the Black
Stone Valley aud Fall River building
ti,a0ees, and in peveral branches of
tke building trades in other places.
lh Boston, while thete was no gene-
ral disturbance, several small strikes
occurred, but the number of men idle
lecri on account of labor disputes is
not great.
SIG STRIKE IN CHICAGO
Al) Big Buildings completely Tied
Up.
Chicago, May ' 2.--Just as the
v.reckers started the demolition of
Id structures yesterday to make
r, um for $6,000.000 of new buildings
in the Loop District a strike eves
called which promises to tie up the
heilding industry of Chicago.
One tho Oat firclii ra
ers, following orders, evill drop work
today, and their idleness will percipi-
tate the first important labor dis-
the last election a Republican was
elected by loop.
One plank of Dahlman's platform
was:
"We point to the fact that the
Democrata, under the leadership of
Mayor Dunne in Chicago and under
the leadership of William Randolph
Hearst in New York , represent to
the fullest extent the principle of
pebtic ownership of public utilities.
and so they are hereby pledged to doi
in Omaha"
In other planks, Mr. Dahlman
pledged himself to municipal centre?
ofowater works, electric lights, 'gas,
atre:t cars, telephones and all other
public utititiee.,
The carhipaign was the Itotteet'e'ver I
e
waged in Omaha. The present coun-
cil contains only one Democrat. Alit
council elected today has a single Re-
'publican in:either-I'll was the great-
let landslide ever knoWn in Nebraska
polit c s.
It was his popularity. together wit
his municipal platforrti; which pull
thc • balance of the :Democratic can-
didates through with him. •
Ten:ears Docket. '
The sttits set for trial today are as
follows: Edward Alexander vs.
Paducah City Railway company;
Sudie Sullivan vs. Thomas E. Lldort;
May Crockett va. J. Edward Morgan;
J. D. White vs. W. T. Ledford.
Edward Alexander's little girl wIti
resoling across the street in front of
their home on South Sixth near Ten
eaesee street one Sunday afternoon
tam laminar; when eteeproaching ear
rim her down and she was injured" ie
sulth a manner that death resulted
The company, is sued for ehottegee
eves. ' ' •-
S ie Claims that Thomas
Eit ..q.lon has wrongful possession
of some shares of stock belonging to.
Sullivan, in the s t1scall Posthole
augur company. Sullivan sues to
cover the prOilierty. .
VOL -a, 110.1
CARNIVAL PROVING QUITE )
AN UNUSUAL SUCCESS. (
THE RAIN OF YESTERDAY
AFTERNOON DID KOT DETER
:re
WHO WERE THERE LAST
EVENING—BIG PARADE TO-
NIGHT.
The inclement weather of yester-
dy did not have much effect upon the
attendance at the carnival on Twelfth
and Trimble streets as several thou-
sand people were out and greatly
enjoyed themsehles last evening. It
was expected that the grounds would
be very muddy on acount of the sex-
ed hours downpour, but outside of a
few. muddy spots here and there ev-
erything was in first class condition,
and the patrons did not mind the
wet places which they waded through
with a relish in delighting themselves
with the many attracions afforded.
This evening at 7 o'clock the big
parade of the week will occur, with
several thousand labor people in the
line of march, which starts down in
the bueiness portion of town and
wends its way through different
strc.eti the exhibition grounds. It
will be an exc.edingly atractive fea-
ture in itself as great arrangements
have been made for it.
The people nightly express them-
selves in more profuse terms regard-
ing theestmetior nature of the attrwc-
(ions, on the grounds, where they
seedy get their money's worth with-
out exception. all the shows being
LIGHTED FOR FIRST TI117
'Frisco Electric Company Turns on
Current
San Francisco, May 2.—For the
first time since the earthquake and
lai this cit,yein ruins, street lights
Monday nritt—reilified -tlifrihrt -ete
black mantel which has enveloped
the city since thi day of the disaster. BOARD HAD SIX PARTIES B
Next to the resumption of the street
;
I
superior_._tu the „standard 'ordinarily
maintained and etory courtesy pos-
sible is shown each Person.
. tle• e..cre no: in
reaainess 011.411e 010tu1dS the first eve-
ning, but they have Ill been gotten
into condition and are now entertain-
ing thousands each evening.
One noticeable thing regarding the
carnival is the thorough gentlemen
composing the troupe, as they seem
to dwell more upon the weliare of
their guests, than for the sole purpose
of getting their money for nothing.
All the officials take particular pains
to see that everybody is given the
closest of attention, the same as if
they were some individual guest, and
not a money matter.
Prospects are for good weather to-
day and indications are that record
breaking crowds will be out. Over
4.000 people were on the grounds
Tuesday evening, and -this notwith-
standing that dark clouds hung over
the city and threatened earth with a
hard downpour.
Too much cannot be said for any
of the attramions, as they need no
advertising, because the thousands
viewing each, voice sufficient -the un-
equalled merits. The shows are all
clean and enlighteqing to the extreme
and not like those brought along by
'
some carnivals. skin-games for the
purpose of getting money without any
return. The cetan,agement ha fl the best
in the land to pick front and asking
tk-e best, tamed down those which
would not redound to credit of the
standing of. the recognized aggrega-
tion.
oil-bailee in the building trades since 'car service, the restoration of elec-
t'te ;goo lockout.
All Big Buildings.
The itrike promises to stop nearly
all construction work oi large char-
atter. Shy-scrapers and other large
buildinjps under way in the down-
;own district especially wi!: suffer
fetback. Delay also is in store for
the new county courthouse, where
the iron workers were preparing to
begin work next week.
The $6,cioo,000 figure on proposed
eew buildings accounts only for im-
provements which follow wrecking
operations actually begun yesterday.
It. the city's loop district the sum-
mer ptomised an actual investment
ot $15,000,000 in new blocks.
TORNADO RwREPs
THROUGH TEXAS.
Two Deaths and Much Damage in
Three Counties.
Dallas, Tex., May s.—A tornado
swept over parts of Brown, Wise.
Denten and Grayson Counties late
yesterday afternoon, doing great
damage to corps and farm property.
'Three persons known to have been
killed and probably two others. At
the village of Cowen, in Wise county.
one house was destroyed and Mrs.
Harks was killed. Two other occu-
pants of the house were so badly in-
jured that they may die.
. May Crockett euesj &heard Moto
.gan for possession oil pr ' erty she
elaims defendant is -Wron ily hold-
idg from her. She is a .a ter-in-law
of Morgan.
(X the twelve city councilmen J D. White sues W. T. Ledford
house of Jos. Foster was blown down
ce the family and the ruins took
lire. Mrs. Foster add the children
crawled out of the ruins safely. but
Mr. Foster was pinned down by
heavy timbers, and before rescuers
could get him out with an axe he
was so badly burned that he died ltot
might. At Sherman a Methodist
church was blown 'leen and et
Brownwood several honaes were
partly wrecked.
Mission Meeting.
The Christian Women Board of
Nfissions Auxilliary of the First
Christi/tit eliewch, will meet with
Frauk Scott today at 3 p. m.
All women metnbarti of the choral'
are requested to ,be present.
11JOd gutter
From seven Hundred carloads, the
food iupply dropped to one hundred
and eight yesterday. ,
The drop is alarming and sticat,
suffering will ensue. unless last train.
rush forward with food for sufkPrer3.
tric lightine iv, one of the important
indications that-the 'city is rapidly re-
turning to normal conditions. The
lights turned on were operated by
the electric lighting company's Po-
trero plant, which was practically un-
injured by the earthquake, and was
not in the fire zone.
General Manager Npathaly of the
San Francisco Gas & Electeic Co.,
announced that there would be several
hundred arc lamps in operation
throughout the unburned sections of
of the city last night. Besides the
three light routes for which permis-
sion was granted several days ago,
it is intended to install lights along
the principal roads where supplies are
being hauled into the city.
Street Cars
The street car service vs rapidly be-
ing extended as lase as large gangs
of men clear the streets oi the debris
and replace the twisted a'nci warped
rails. The United Railroads opeitted
cars Mtonday night until to o'clock,
it having been demonstrated that
there was no more danger at night
than in the daytime. The cars run
se far have been utterly inadequate
to handle the heavy traffic and the
owners of almost every kind of
vehicle are having a lucrative busi-
ness.
Monday night was the warmest
since the thousands of people have
been compelled to camp in the open
air. In nearly all the parks and
squares the homeless are now quite
we
and comfortably housed in tents but
the fond questien is one that is caus-
ing the authorities much wort)--
INJURED DISMISSED.
Mrs. Prince and Edward Latham
6 Dismissed Front Hospital,
Mrs. Fanny Prioce has been taken
from her ward in Riverside hospital
to di( residence of .Robert T.
Nelson at .Twelfth and Broadway,
where she will make her home. Mrs,
Prince was knocked from the trestle
ie the I. C. yards over two months
ago, end injured so badly, she has
been in the hospital ever sheet.
, Latham Dismissed.
-Edward Latham has been dist-
tnissed from the hospital- .and re-
turned to his work of lineman for
the East Tennessee telephone corn-
pane- He is the young fellow who
trleel to kill himself by' stabbing at
Farfny Wilson's resort on West
Court street last week.
O—eaoAlidhallideado....WitlihQeaAoa. kinaAtineoo_
EXAMINERS FOR
WAR PENSION
FORE THEM YESTERDAY/
Five of the Old Pensioners Wanted
Increases, and One Original
Applicant Desirez Allowance
Yesterday *het hoard t4 pension ex-
aminers fot th United States gov-
ernment for this section of the coun-
try, held a meeting at the office of
Dr. Henry Dulty, one of the board.
on Broadway between Fifth and
Sixth streets. There were six parties
before them, five okl pensioners want-
ing increases, and one application for
an original pension.
The five only dnes wanting an in-
crease in their allowance are as fol,
lows, showing the name, their place
of residence and the war through
which thty went: William Veal, of
Strithlarrq, civil war; Alfred Dew, of
Calvert City. civil war; Jesse Pickles.,
of Brookport. Ill civil war; John Lem-
ley of Brookpore Ill., civil war; Wil-
liam. a Bonefield. of firookport, civil
war. The original application was put
in by Sid Godson of this city who
went through the Spanish-American
war.
The board examined all the appli-
cants and filling the blanks, will for-
ward the documents to the war de-
partment at Washington, where de-.
tee le 
creases shall be alba 'd. and also
whe'her the original petition shall.
be greeted.
GONE TO- NASHVILLE
Mr. Harry Love of the independent
telephopeo company. left yesterday
morning for Nashville. 'Tenn., where
he will ba.asspc,ted with the system
maintained in thee city by this con-
cern. Ile has been manager of the
local office, but being transferred to,
the Tennessee capital, is succeeded
here by M'r. Jeffries of indiana. He
was accompanieS by his' wife.
Mr. J. E. Bergin, one of the owners
of the independent. Neft yesterday
morning far a drive through the coun-
try between here and Lovelacegille.
looking over Oka !,tight-of-way for
their long distance lines, fig will be
g(vive a day 400111111".
- v
Allie BM, Franktalliso.
Mayfielir has cr atee att ne-stece
outlining Ow terms of a WC- rail-
way franchise /hick will be sold tea
the highest bidder 1May 7th.
e
TRIKE WITH
CARPENTERS
CONTRACTORS HELD MEET-
ING YESTERDAY MORN-
ING AND STOOD " PAT"
Carpenters Refuse to Agree to
Sharpen Tools Out of
- Work Hours
.Yesterday morning the carpenter
cdntraetors held a ineetinng and talk-
ed over the strike situation, they de-
cided not budge an inch in acquiesc-
ing in the demands of the employes
that the minimum scale of wage for
the poorest carpenters be $2.8o per
day.
During the meeting report was
made that the carpenters union at
its meeting the night before rejected
The proposition of the contractors,
which was that the increased mini-
mum price would be paid, provided
all the carpenters sharpened their
tools before they came to work, and
did not use the time of the con-
tractor in which to get their tools
in condition.
The carpenters say things will be
at a standstill to the bitter end as
they think $2.80 per day is little
enough for any man to make, and
especially when he has a large family
to support, and will hold out for the
increase.
Not much in the building line is
going on now over the city where
carpenters are used. There are quite
a number of men who do Rot belong
to the union and all of these are be-
ing put to work by the contractors
to take the place of the strikers.
To Lay Corner Stone of Capitol
The corner stone of Kentucky's
new state capitol building will be
laid at noon Saturday. June 16, of
Home-coming Week. This has prac-
tically been decided upon by Gov. J.
C. W. Beckham, George B. Harper,
president of the Business Men's As-
was a magnificent success, unmarsed
by the slightest accident, the man-
agement being excellent throughout.
The details oil troops made the finest
kind of tt showing, the police had
perfect control and the crowds were
orderly.
I The occasion was a fitting climasf
a.,remarkable war. In the pro6es-
Sion were .39,000 troops, forming a
line tin oniles Tong-. The pageant iii-
chided seventeen divisions and 119
regiments from.., the first guards, in-
fantry, to that most recently organ-
ized for the recent war. The Em-
peror granted a special rescript com-
plimenting the troops on their morale
end fine organization. The Imperial
Guards of the. First Division in
Tokio turned out en masse. The
affair -was- 
-impreeedenttct -here vs- a
spectacle.
In connection with the review, a
number of interviews with leading
generals in the war are published.
Marquis Oyama urged national unity.
Gen. Nogi insisted that the review
was not intended as a display of
military progress, but as a pledge
of an endeavor to prevent the loss of
national spirit after the war. Gen.
Kamamura said the high morale of
the troops was the result of national
spirit, which it was most advisable
to always keep at the highest point.
KENTUCKY KERNELS.
A farm of 245 acres near Danville
sold last week at $115 per acre.
Union county doctors met and talk-
ed shop in Waverly last week.
If all plans tarry, Uniontown is to
have an up-to-date ban park.
Russellvile boasts of being ti.e
cleanest of all Kentucky towns
Paris has puritha,ei a six hundred -
gallon street oil eprinkler for $450.
Philadelphia capitalists talk of
building a new theatre at Lex;ngton.
The Rev. C. K. Dickey has been
chosen principal of the Pinewlle
school.
Law brothers, of nea7 Pain:era,
cleared an even thousand dollais on
their tobacco crop. •
At an auction in Fayaette county,
176 barrels of corn, in crib, sold for
$2.90 per barrel.
Jerry Sullivan, of Bourbon county.
last weet sold 225,000 pounds of
hemp at $6.50 per hundred.
Uniontown's street sprinklers start-
ed in commission April 16, and citi-
sociation of Frankfort, which will ar- zens rejoice over the fact.
range for the ceremonies incident to
the laying of the corner stone, and 
the estecutive committee for Home-
coming Week—Clinton Gazette.
CARNIVAL PIANO
WAS ATTACHED
J. A. MARTIN CLAIMS THE
LONDON GHOST SHOW MAN
OWES HIM.
E. M. Johnson, the Carnival Promot-
er, Could Not Be Found and
Taken Before Justice Yesterday.
J. A. Martin yesterday filed suit in
the court of Justice Charles Emery
against John Miller, the proprietor of
the Ghost Show at the carniv,a1
grounds on Twelfth and TriAle
streets. The suit is foi
Martin claims owing him by '1iller
for whom he works. On ttfe action
being instituted against Miller, Con-
s. stable Shelton went out and attached
the piano owned and operated by
Miller in the Ghost Show. The jus-
tice then set the suit down for trial
upon the third Monday of May, wher
the monthly term of court will be
conducted by the magistrate. At-
tachment ot the piano means that zl
CARNIVAL
MEN fliE
RANK CONWELL ASSESSED
Sao FOR HITTING
WILSON.
HOT RACE FOR
WHIR NAME
DR. SAMUEL R. JACKSON
FORMERLY OF HERE,
CHOSEN PRTSIDENT.
Will Wade Fined $50 for Striking Hot Springs, Ark., Business Men
Sarah McKinney, While She is
Assessed 'no.
Yesterday morning in the police
court Leonard Wilson was dismissed
of engaging in a fight, while Frank
Connell was fined $2o for striking
Wilson. They are members of the
carnival company showing here.
Will Wade was tined $so for strik-
ing Sarah McKinney, while the latter
was assessed a fine of Sio for hitting
Wade.
George Henderson and Sarah Pope
were fined $5 and costs for engaging
in a fight with each other.
Henry Buck, the N., C. & St. L.
railroad engineer, was fined $5 and
costs for letting his cow run at large
upon the atreets.
Mike Gallagher was fined $5 for
letting his cow stray around, also.
WARSAW LIKE •
CITY OF DEAD.
No Cabs or Street Cars Running and
no Newspapers Sold.
Warsaw. Russian Poland, May 2.—
Three policemen were killed in the
streets here during the night Tuesday,
but the threatened May day outbreaks'
have not materialized up to 2 o'clock
this afternoon. Warsaw is like a city
of the dead. The shops and restau-
rants are closed. No cabs and no
street cars are running, and no news-
papers are being sold. The streets
are patrolled by troops, but a heavy
rain is falling, which is keeping the
population indoor .
Slop- For Sale.
Plenty of fresh grain slop at Well
Distillery.
Outwitted the Little Rock Fair
Promoters.
Dr. Samuel R. Jackson, the former
Paducahan who now runs the larg-
est drug store in Hot Springs, Ark.,
and his associates have outdone the
Little Rock, Ark., people in a race
which decided which city should ac
quire the name of "State Fair Asso
station." Dr. Jackson is the son of
Mr. George Jackson, the mattress
man of North Sixth sfreet, and is
a very progressive young man. The
Hot Springs Daily News of last
Thursday says as follows:
The Hot Springs business men
won in the race with business men
of Little Rock and this city has cap-
tured the coveted name of "Arkansas
State Fair Association."'
The Hot Springs committee, com-
posed of President S. R. Jackson and
Attorney Latta, raced from Hor
Springs to Little Rock, leaving at 6
o'clock this morning, and tiled the
rapers at 9 o'clock with the secre-
tary of state incorporating the organ-
isation formed at the Business NIen'a
League meeting last night.
Quick Work Last Night.
S. R. Jackson was elected pre-den:
of the State Fair Association at a
meeting which lasted until 2 clock
this morning, and which began at the
Business Men's League rooms last
right and ended in various parts of
the city, including the court house
and the law office of Maj. Latta.
It was without doubt the most
strenuous, enthusiastic and successful
meeting of the Business Men's
League ever held in this city.
It was called for the purpose of
hearing and acting upon the report
,it the-conunittee.appointed to in-
vestigate the possibilities of a state
fair to be held here and it resulted
in the report being unanimously
adopted and the organization and in-
corporation being effected.
The meeting saw the heginnin Of
a race between the business interests
of hot Springs and Little Rock for
the name of Arkansas State Fair
Association," as it is the intention
of Little Rock business men, who
have organized a rival association, to
file articles of incorporation with the
secretary of state today under the
same name.
eoursa-Shiss name-is- a -valuable
asset and the committee which got
to the office of the secretary of state
first this morning won the race. S.
R. Jackson and Attorney Latta were
the Hot Springs committee.
FREIGHT TRAFFIC ON
LAKE ERIE TIED UP
Longshoremen Inaugurated Strike
And Vessels Are Tied Up at
Cleveland and Other Places.
Cleveland, la, May 1.—Every
member of the International Long-
shoremen, Marine and Transport
Workers' union employed on boats
and docks of the Lake Carriers' asso-
ciation quit wark at midnight last
night and today not a pound of ore.
cal or grain was being handled in
the port of Cleveland. The same
condition exists in practically every
Lake Erie port.
Every tug in the harbor was tied
up this morning. The Licensed Tug-
men's Protective association are
affiliated with the longshoremen as!
are the firemen on the tugs, and not I
a screw on a union tug turned after ,
midnight last night.
In the port of Cleveland 4.000 men l
are directly affected, 1,000 of whom!
are seamen. About 650 laborers
went out on the Cleveland and Pitts'
burg dock alone.
Train crews innumerable, railway
officials stated. will be thrown out of
work bercause of the stoppage of the
coal traffic. It is estimated that :f
the strike lasts for one month, 30,000
men in Cleveland alone will be
thrown out of work.
PLAIN FACTS
Cleanliness is accepted as a rule of
self-preservation in every
reputable brewery.
AN experienced brewer would no moreboast of the purity of his beer than a
gentleman would brag of having washed his
face.
Purity signifies nothing more than the
absence of foreign matter.
For that reason brewers who do not
dare to test the substantial merits of beer
always harp on purity.
A really first-class beer must, howev. er
not alone be free from self-evident defects,
cannot be carried away when the
carnival leaves, unless Miller either
gives bond, or pay off the alleged
Thdebtedness.
Couldn't Find Johnson.
Yesterday morning E. M. Johnson,
rfhe advance agent for the carnival
company, was to have been before
Justice Emery to answer certain
questions, but Johnson could not be
fotind on the grounds when the
officers went out after him. 
-sss.
It is desired to have him befilsre
the court to answer questions regard-
ing rise management and operation of
the carnival, and give information
segarding work being done last Sun-
<lay on the grounds.
,6RAND RENIIEW OF
VETERANS.
Thirty Thousand Troops Turn Out
to Celebrate Victory Over Russia.
Tokio, May T.—A grand review of
veterans from the war with Russia
took place here yesteigor. The event
was favored with brigffir and beautiful
weather and was wits
oco spectators, among
many foreigners, who
ARM courteous tr atm1
seed by so,- I
whom were
received the
. The review
Upon t: issue of positive superiority
we challeng all competitors.
Of matc- ials we use only the most ex-
cellent, regardless of cost. Corn, the one
important (substitute, which, on account of
its cheapness, has been extensively adopted,
never enters our brewery.
Our facilities f :r brewing beer are un-
equaled.
but it must combine all the positive excellen-
cies known to the science of brewing.
THE TRUE TEST IS ALL-ROUND
QUALITY which cannot be had without
SUPERIOR MATERIALS, PERFECT
TREATMENT and AMPLE STORING
CAPACITY.
Our, storing capacity__Qf IMMO_ bar-
rels
 
doubles any other brewery in the United
States, and enables us to store cur beer
from four to five rponths.
Facts speak louder than words.
Publicity is the demand of the day.
The consumer is entitled to the truth.
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
•
St. Louis, U. S: A.
Largest Brewers In the World
111. ,
f
TREE TOPS CUT ‘).4
OUT BY SOMEONE.
DR. ACURREL PREPARING TO
TEACH THE COMPANY A
LESSON.
Many Complaints Come From AU
Sources About the Dirty Work
of Some People.
Dr. D. G. Murrell, the prominent
physician, was about the maddest
person in the city yesterday, and
trouble is in store for somebody, the
rcsult of an unknown chopping and
mutilating some of his fine shade
trees out aoout iwcoiy-Grst and
Washington streets.
The .physician owns a large tract
of property out in that portion of the
suburbs and has split it up into city
lots. There are numerous and pretty
shade trees on his property and it
seems that some one of the tele•
phone companies in running poles
and wires (out that way, have
chopped the tops out of many of his
best trees, so as to get the limbs out
et the way in order they will not
trush against the overhead wires.
When Dr. Murrell found that had-
been done yesterday morning, with-
out authority, he was not in the hest
of humor, and intends getting out
warrants for the parties who did the
dirty work, and then in addition
bring suit for damages against what-
ever company employed the man.
Great complaint comes from many'
soarers over the city about these
acts of telephone, telegraph and dee-
tsic light wiremen, who seem to have
ir their heads the foolish idea that
they own the entire country and can
chimp down any tree they want to. It
takes years of constant attention and
work to grow nice shade trees, there-
fore when the tops are cut ()fir' of
them, they are practically ruined.
,A111.WiwommiL.
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tributi ns constituted larceny. Such
uestion whether such political con-
an opinion lkfr. Jerome had told the
.111..mgammemolmempums jury would be given early in May,
COMORROW and the cases then could be taken upby a special grand jury which he badasked for.
Justice Greenbaum, the district at-
torney informed the jury, had already
A A et (I'Cided that the contributions were
MISS ALICE COMPTON SPISAKS larceny, but Mr. Jerome expressed his
TO THE LITTLE ONES 'to-
doubts whether this ruing would be.1
sustained by the appellate division.
MORROW M. Jerome said it was in order to
secure such a ruling before indicting
any of the insurance. officials and at-
taching to them n indelible stain tha.:
he took the case against Geo. W.
Ttl• As You Like It Club Will Be Perkins direct to the court instead of
before the grand jury in March.
"If Justice Greenbaum's ruling be
sustained..? the district attorney said,
."it will be neces.sary to, call as wits
nesse% Cornelius Bliss, treasurer of
the Republican National Committee,
and Geo. B. Cortelyou, its chairman,
and indict a !arse pee.:sa sr les ra-r.
cers of every financial inatitudes in
this city."
Recorder Goff accepted the present-
ment andi discharged the jury, but in-
formed it that it had not done its full
duty, although it bad rendered a sig-
nal service in accentuating the "un-
equivocal responsibility which now
rests upon the district attorney."
Entertained Tomorrow. Evening
by Mr. and Mrs. Hughes
• Alice Compton will addresa
the little fairs of the city during
"Children's Hour" at Carnegie
library tomorrow afternoon from 4:30
to 5:3o o'clock.
Revolutionary Daughters
The Daughters of the American
Revolution will meet tomorrow after-
noon with Mrs. L Stanley Dalluis
cf Fountain avenue *mar Broadway.
As You Like It.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hughes of
West Broatiway will entertain the As
You Like It club tomorrow
at their home.
evening
The soo Club
The 500 club was neon charmingly
entertained last evening by Mrs. Mitt
G. Cope at her home .m West Broad-
way.
Charity Club
The Charity club yesterday morn-
ing met at The Palmer parlors, and
it was probably the closing session un-
til next fall, as there is no work for
them to do during !he warm period.
The club wishes to thank those per-
sons who contributed during • the
past winter, most especially the Pitts-
burg coal company for their liberal
donation of fuel. Mr. 1.ovitch for
offering the use of Temple Isreal for
the Elbert Hubbard lecture and Miss
Mannheimees recital, also the three
newspapers for the many courtesies
extended. The ladies will resume
their work next fall.
Cairoites Coming
Mies Emma Woodward, the well
known musician of Cairo, and about
tnrnty-five friends will arrive here
Saturday to attend the concert to
be given that evening at The Ken-
tucky by the Walter Damrosch or-
chestra.
gin Leigh Returns
Miss Ora Leigh has resigned her
position on the Salt Lake City, Utah.
newspaper and will shortly return to
this city to resume her position with
the News-Democrat. This is a source
of much pleasure to her many friends
who will welcome her back, and
especially into the journalistic field
where she has always occupied quite
a prominent local position.
SAVED PROM THE WATER.
BUT HIS MIND IS GONE
Terrifying Erperience of a Workman
' in Milwaukee Tunnel Makes
Him a Maniac.
- Chicago, Maya.—A dispatch to the
Record-Herald from Milwaukee, Wis.,
says:
linproamed in a compartment of
the partially constructed tunnel
under the river through a break ;o
which water was pouring, John
Stator stood for two hours yester-
day Watching the water rise slowly
until it threatened to engulf him.
When at last he was rescued he was
a maniac, his mind having giver
away from fright. Peering through
A bull's eye in the compartment,
his companions saw him in his
plight, and for a long time were
enable to help him.
Leads from the fireboat were !et
down into the tunnel, and the en-
gines were, worked at a furious rate
to pump out the water while the 
rescue work went on.
In spite of everything thaf could
be done the water -rose steadily
above Slater's waist, to his breast.
to. his armpits, and finally to his
oeck. Fifteen minutes latter he
would have been drowned. Barely
in time to prevent this, hoWeVer, the
firemen eucceded in opening the
coot- and took Slateis insane and
benumbed with cot, to a hospital.
DID NOT MAKE
INVESTIGATION.
Political Contributions by Insurance
Officials Not Taken Up.
New York. May is—The grand
jury for April upon the completion of
its term yesterday returned a present-
ment to Rocorder Goff, in which it
declared that it had tiled to investi-
gate political conSejbutions by insur-
ance officials 2istrict Attor-
ney Jerome . the jury not
to do ited also that
' it had . e e for the evi-
silence alpinist the! ideurance officials
and that he lied opposed action ba-
cause-91e desired ifit4t to secure an
opinion from the appellate division of
the supreme cotert of this state on the
THE FRENCH RIOTS.
A Plot
But
to Put a Bonapart on Throne,
God Reigns and the Re-
public Still Lives.
Paris, May Paris is thrilled
with execitement tonight over the
news that the government has. un-
earthed a well-defined plot among
the Royalists to incite rebellion, with
a view of destroying the republic and
again establishing a monarchy.
The discovery is alleged to have
been made at Nice by police whil-
they were examining the papers
seized from Count Beouregard.
At the same time mutiny is said to
be a part of the plot among some of
the prominent ofticets of the French
army. The story is that the seized
nocuments show conclusively that six
French generals have sent signed
statements to Count Beauregard,
offering assistance to him in his
campaign against the government.
Royalists Spreading tedition.
It is believed that the royalists are
now busy spreading sedition secretly
in the army with the hope that they
may find a psychological movement
during the present labor troubles to
Incite a rebellion and seige the reins
of government and thus ride into
power on the irest of the present
wave of general unrest. .
The strikers now flambee 13o.000,
end will by tomorrow number moos
coo,,,and if they could be enlisted in
3 seditionary movement during their
present state of mind it is feared that
the government will face a crisis.
The strikers had pledged to make
May t, lock, a day memorable in the
history of the French Republics even
ii bloodshed was necessary to carry
forward their demands. Fully 13o,orio
men went on strike today.
Twice the excitement at the Palace
de la Republique came near to pre-
cipitating the promised bloodshed.
Singing a new revolutionary song
the striking printers at 12 o'clock
today attempted to march in line
from the Bourse du Travail, where
their headquarters are located, and
soon they became embroiled with the
police and made an attack - on the
officers. The police drew their weap-
ons and succeeded iu breaking up the
procession without firing any shots.
The sullen strikers then returned to
join the throngs that surged through
the Place de la Republique. well out
of line of the troops.
HOPKINSVILLE
IN TURMOIL
TWO POLICEMEN SHOT DOWN
BY NEGROES—MUCH TALK
OF LYNCHING.
Had .Gone to Country to Arrest
Negro Who Had Assaulted
White Man
Hopkinsville, Ky., May •2.—Hope
kinsvele is in a turmoil of excitement
as a result Of the alleged unwarranted
shooting of Policeman E. J. Dougher-
ty and Amos Haydon by four negroes
last midnight. A warrant had been
sworn out for Wallace Layne, color-
ed, charging him with murderous as-
sault on J. W. Rives, a highly respect-
ed white man, upwards of 6o years
of age. This warrant was turned
over to the policemen for service,
and they went to the ngro:s house
about seven miles from town, but
when they rapped on the door it was
opened by Charles Layne. Officer-
Haydon was talking to him trying to
learn Wallace Layne's whereabouts,
when Officer Daugherty saw a negro
standing behind the door. He step-
ped forward and started to see who
it was, when the negro opened fire
with a revolver, and this was immed-
iattly followed by a ecgular fusilade.
Almost at the first shot Officer
Daugherty fell with a bullet in his
right breast, and Officer Haydon re-
ceived a flesh wound just over the
heart.
The policemen fell back and a tele-
phone message was sent at once to
this city for help and was answered
by Chief of Police Roper and three or
four citizens. When they arrived the
wounded officers were sent to town
and the house was surrounded, but
the negroes threatensd to shoot, and
they telephoned for more men. While
waiting for these the waiters watched
the house closely and were fired upon
several times by the neg-raes inside.
Finally help arrived in force and they
ordered the negroes to come out or
they would burn the house, and then
four negro men, John Roland, Joe
Springfield, William Layne and
Charles Layne filed out and surrend-
ered. Charles Layne had recived a
bullet in his right hand.
The negrcres were brought here
and lodged in jail, and as the hews
spread public feeling against them
' was worked to a high pitch. They
I will be lodged in the new countyjail, which is said by its builder
I to be proof against any attacks fromthe outside. There is considerable
talk of lynching, which would he fur,
ther strengthened should Officer
Dougherty die. The bullet went en-
tirely through his body.
Building a City.
Chicago, May 2 —The stupenduous
work of building a model city to ac-
commodate too,000 people was begun
when too woodcutters were set at
work clearing a 6.000 acre tract on
the shore of Lake Michigan, in Lake
county, Indiana.
Leveling the Sand Dunes.
At the same time another hundred
laborers began the work of leveling
the huge sand. dunes to the east of
the mouth of the Grand Calumet riv-
er, where the newly organized Indi-
ana Steel Co. proposes to build the
largest steel mills in the world, at a
cost of $10,500,000. The new city is
to be built to accomodate the toilers
at the mills.
FINE STATIONERY
By the Box or Pound.
We are en erstocked on some of our most desirable goods and we offer
the finest cloth  finish box paper l square flap  envelopes to match, at
35 cents
This paper cost $poo and $4.50 per dozen arid our customers should
take advantage of this offer.
Fine damask finish paper, whi re or cream, per pound 25C
Enveropes to match, squa re flap .per package nee
Harbour's Book Department.
Our Handsome Spring Fabn
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
AND IN OUIR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS AF-
FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRKSSER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
CLOTHES. WE STAND F OR EVERY GARMENT WE
TURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS.
WE HAVE.
JUST WHAT YOU NEED FOR
HOUSE CLEANING.
Insecthol
The Best Bugkiller Known.
Mothelin
For Carpet Moths.
Naphcin
The Greta disenfectant.
ALL ODORLESS. In ro-is and •
25 cent Bottles.
'Phone Us Your Order.
BACON'S
DRUGSTORES.
Sevantk and Jackson St. 'Phone 237,
Seventh and Clay St. 'Phone 38.
+mai+
C.:0U LSO
JUN tJ I I I
WWII and Hot Water lleatine.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway
•
tft.ts
c!
ssele-c:'-edLeettLee.M4d11
INSURE
IL. L. BEBOUT
Dr. Sidney Smith; General insurance Agency
DENTIST. Office: 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1690
"Ice 631:6b;::::d  Subscribe For The Register
Henry's
He
Powders
Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
occa:innal or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF
Easing the pain in a very few
idinutes.
J. It Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
ALBEN W. BARK LEY,
Attorney-at-law
Room No. s. Paducah,
Columbia Bldg. 1.•
E. H. PUPS EAR,
Attorney _t Law
Rooms 5 an( etese•tar Buildiag
$23 1-2 Br-- ' -.weak icy.
New -one 490.
SPECIAL-1'MS:
Alaf•racdng of Titles,
insurance, Corporation lard
Real Rates Lai%
in connection with tb. best Foun-
tam service, Zach -s has added
it fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up ee rep.
itat:on our fountain has fel otagrlfi
cent Ice Cream. Don't fr., ;pet.
HAYES
Want Ode.
rearde.
A 600d Bicycle
is equivilent to a horse ready saddled and bridled at your door, with
spirits as high as your own, and and sensetively responsive to pres-
sure of foot and touch of hand.
The "Tribune," "Ramble-," "Monarch"
and "Imperial" Bicydes
1 SEVENTH AND BROADWAY._TEL.
AN....
EDISON
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH
Will bets plettstre to y"
home dt 'DE gin long w er
evenings. ANT P
now at ose stoic C fele in
and hear thersL 1Tbez1
Bir selzctian of
44.
Warren & Warren
Jeweiers
403 Broadway;
are still in the lead. The Peer of the cycle builders art. Basy
ning and speedy.
If in the market for a wheel it will pay you to see our line.
can save you money. Bicycles S15,cie
Cheapett stock of tires bells pumps saddles, etc., in the city.
the great King Bee tire. Thick wearing sarfoel, for
vv rRideersiepair department in charge of expert cycle machinists.
"Old wheels taken in exchange." EASY PAYMENTS.
THE OLD RELIABLE.
run-
We
See
hea
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
126 and 128 North Fifth Street. Next to Kentucky Theatre.
We are now open
for business at
121-123 N.I
Fourth St.
FOREMANBROS.
Novelty Works.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
AdIPICAH REAL EST Ai. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM FAS*
1110PITHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
leENTUCEY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.
Q W. WAITTIEMOIC,K._ PiLetwoh.
Abram L. Weil & Co
•
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Wilier-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 736
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
— 1 16- Fiiternhy Building
Office Phone, 484-A
Reddeace Phone, 323
et
•
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REGISTER bir.vVSPAPER CO.
(Incorporated)
At Register tuncIng, 523 i3roadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM Preeident
JOHN WiLHELM,Apiiisurer.
ROBERT S. WILH Scoret4r9-
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
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Six Months 
 
Three Months 
 
One Week 
• $5.00
2.50
5.25
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Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
thirday Morning, May 3, 5906.
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The City's Electric Light Plant
The electric light plant owned by
the c4 is like all plants. Constant
use wil wear out the machinery.
Everything AnsKered, that plant has
been tiving most excellent service
but there is grave danger of it reach-
ing tie end of its usefulness. It is
loadvA down to • its full capacity, a
fact will known to the general coun•
cil of .this city, yet that body per-
sistently refuses to take up the mat-
ter and protect the tax payers inter-
est, and if a serious break down does
occur . t he public should know justi
where o place the responsibility.
At the meeting of the board of
pi.blic lworks the- stiperintendent re-
ported.' that at this time two arma•
tt-res are burned out and a force is
busily ;engaged in repairing them.
This accident is due to the age
censtant use of the machinery
save a total break down it
been decessary to Cut out two
cults. According to the police
newspaper reports, the city
quite a number of thieves in it at
ome, and with a portion of the
in darkness, burglaries may be
ad
and
has
cir-
and
has
this
city
ex-
pected.' One week ago ordere were
given to repair the furnaces under
the boilers, but its it will require a
nomplete shut down of several nights
to do the work.it has keen deferred
ilutil after the carnival, and next
monday the pli:nt.;Will !have to he
shut down to make those repairs
The simperinten4er4 also,reported that
it is . imperative to , buy another dy
namo in anticipation pt a possible
break-down, and the machine will
cost $2,000.
If the city exoncHs to enlarte the
plant .it. will have to be- done at
once. and if thildant is to be en-
la:geeEthe'expenses now to be met
-,e
N ill be il.dva
.
d loss
p
 to the city. For
two years the hoard of public work.;
has appialesL to thç. general council,
and pbinted oat the danger of delay,
but the general council studiously
ignores that. board.. That board ;3
buld responlible lot the property and
for the ser$4,1110.he general coun-
cil take a stanknollyirtually refuses
to give the board of public Works
any aid in the.,
refuses to,.eetl'e
assumed by the I
and absolutely
The attitule
,
council -to
wards the board of 'Public works in
this matter would make one believe
that the members of the board have
a personal interest in the matter.
when in fact they have not other
ttrin 34
-1111111iitssanaliiens and tax
payers, but as pulake officials, ant!
the board to whom the charter gives
the supervision and control of the
plant, they have the interest and wel-
fare of the city at heart and stall,'
flatly to cooperate and lend 01ci.
best efforts towards giving the city
the best service possible with the
weans at their command. If the gen-
eral council is.  dete'rjauld,do'.ignOrs
and neglect the lighting plant, and
thereby caw it to -gtr-to ruin they
shonld be honest enough to come out
open and 'above board and tell the
people so, an4 not dodge behind the
question by permitting the com-
mittee to pigeon-hide the matter. Thd
general -council stands us the repre-
sentatives of the epople, and as such
the people have theinrigitt to vt ex-
planation of the comitOttee's conduct
in the premises..
In Febrwary cer ain of
the light committet were determined,
It seems, 0 close d nothe municipal
pleat MA to give be lighting\
members
pany- a monopoly in this city, and
the general manager of that company
publicly said his company hoped to
ultimately acquire a monopoly. A
mighty protest was -soloed, and -the
committee got the matter: of en-
larging The city plant into their hande
end in that way they are on e.he
roar; 4 o defeat the wishes -of the
people and to promote the interests
of the lighting company. If the city
Oectric light plerft breaks down and
the _City i; thrown in darkness, the
people should remember that the re-
sponsibility rests with the genera;
council, and furthermore if it can be-
shown that the members of that body
delilierately. and wilfully refused to
protect the city's interest, thot any
••''tax-payer may go into cq%hold th,em responsible.
Victory For Municipal Ownership.
The clean sweep made by the
democrats in Omaha on the 'mufti':
cipal ownership issue is the best
evidence of the popularity and grow-
ing sentiment of that idea in this
country. For sixteen years thai city
had been in the handi of the repeal.
lcans. wail in the late general-ronn-
•
ell there was but one lone democrat..
At the Jast election before the eine
just held, the city went republican
by tem majority, but the tight for
municipal ownership waged by the
democrats changed the vote to 2.704
majority for the democrats.
The result demonstrates that party
lif.e's is becoming ;Ailing of the past
oi municipal elections, and that local
questions constitute the issues. There
is no such a thing as politics in city
elections. The cry for party regular-
it; is usually put forward by men
who Want office, and bst tile corpora-
nuns who through e.part0 headers.4
get enough men • 44 *ticket t .
look after and 'take care of their in-
terests in the general councils. The
American peoplt ' '.fast awakening
to the fact of 711 . hey loe being
duped, and cottelpik tke,conclusion
that theh best interests of the people
are subserved by ignoring party lines
and voting for &Qum 
 and not
men. 
. emus emote ii.jeiesi11441,911
The magnificent victory of the
municipal ownership forces in Omaha
will stimulate.the advocates in other
cites to go'into politics and see that
n; ne but those in sympathy ,with that
idea are placed in the gene'tal eouto
cil. The Register will say that
hundreds of voters in this city WCTC
fJoled last Nove er and the major•
ity of the rept in the
general council are straight out cor-
poration men. It is a fact that some
of them made special requests to be
placed oo committees, where to all
intents and purposes they are render
ing excellent service to the corpora-
tions. What this municipal owner-
Alio people of this city must do, 4s
to profit by,iyast experiences and be-
gin to 1601c about for men on whom
they can rely, and then see to .it
that they arc elected in November.
When the late Johi) Young Brown
was governor of Kentucky he gave
a certain politidian his start in poli-
tics. In after years the most venom-
ious Ind vindictive attacks on the
governor, were niade by this self
same ingrate. There are otHers,
It takes some people a long time
to find out sonic 'nee, but if they
hve long enough ' thetio
 will grow
wiser. 
.
-RESCUED, BUT liIND , GONE
Imprisoned in Tnennel With Water
Slowly Rising
Chicago, May 4—A despatch tothe the R4Orekfierald from Milwau-kee 
-says: Imprisseeed in a compart-
nunt of, the partialty'constructed tun-
rhei under ihe river through a...breakin which meter was 'pouring, JohnSlater stood for two hours Monday
watching the water rise slowly ontil
it threatened to engulf Wm. Whenit lase he was recued, he was a maniachis mind having ..given away from
fright. Peering through a bullseye in
the corriparttnent his compnions saw
liat in kis Watt, and for a loos time
were- unable to help him.
Leads from the tire boats were let
down into the tunncl and the engines
were worked at. a hit-inns pace topump out the water while the rescue
work went on. In spite of every-
thing that could be done the water
rose steadily 'above Slater's waist,
to his breast, to his armpits and final-
ly to his neck. Fifteen minutes later
'he would have been drowned. Bare-
ly in time; to prevent this, however,
the firemen succeeded in opening the
door and took Slater, insane and be-
corn- named with cold, to a hospital.
MEIN GOTT! WHAT A SYSTLXI the smaller companies dio uot.ask ,rtyfavors. Our company, for instance,1
A Louisville Business Man has an clecAric plant which has costs
On The Lighting Controversy. us a good Tatty thousands 'of dollars1
IWe ' ate asking from the eityliohers(Louisville .Courier
-Journal.) only -the- right to competf-L--. fairTo the editor- of the' Courier-Jour-field and no Plevors," .isnal, the mayor, the board of, alder-' We are willing to putnon, the bdard of public works ahll under ground—we are .wig '4tthe public at large — Gentlemen: as much taxes as anyone el"se,Please letme_get. in a word edgewise-4o- everything that 
paiIinto the lighting controversy which right. We are somewhar Crigis attracting to mulch attention at the same position as the oldenegstelee!present time.- One of the greatest met the bear in the canebrake and!factors in the np-building of a city is no chance to run, He *pun-his,cheap light and power. It is well knife and began to pray, "Oh, Lordknown that the only practical way to help nie to whip that bear, but oti,!accomplish this desirable condition, Lord, if you can't help me don't helpand to protect the rights of the corn- the bear, and you'll see the darndest,1triunity is through competition and prettiest fight you ever saw in yourbesides it's the only fair way, and it life' Now gentlemen, we ask you,eueely_ the -duty ofeevero -member n trt rtinsider our riglift Tniatter.;the honorable board of aldermen to We have been in business in this citypass an ordinance eliat will prevent for iome twenty years. We have putany indivittiral or cor ration m every dollar we could rake, scrape!having a monopoly leeiln be- and 'borrow in our plant here. Welieve that these gent en wilt refuse have, we elope, shown a fair amountto pass the Chattertion ordinance of 'thick and progressivnessi. and if,
when it 'comes before them. This by act of yours any lighting company,
ordinance, grants to no one exclusive getean exclusive privilege you wiN 4privileges, but gives to everyone the not 'only virtually forfeit out plant„
right te use the public streets and but 110 a great injustice to a large
alley' under proper restrictions. for number of our oustomsvs who are
which the city is to be paid a license now ,enjoying the '•enefits of compe-tax in proportion to the tire of the titive rases.
plant. There is nothing obscure We contend that the Louisville
about this ordinance. It was drawn Lighting Company has no more eightby the city attorney, and preparet . to an exclusive privilege than we
with the purpose eff giving ,eqtal would have to a monopoly of the
rights to all. The Nottrt1 of ikleitihnen printing business. You might just as
cannot hide behind* the pretext .of well -pass an ordinance giving to the
making a cheaper contract for the Courier-Joornal the exclusive right to
city. They have the right tie control publish a newspaper in this town.the price to be charged by the Louis- You cannot build up a live city by
ville Lighting Company for the pub- any such method, and we great coat-lie service furnished by them, and. mon people' do not want to see you
even if they had not the right, if I make this mistake. '
were the board of aldermen, I would The recent proposition of the Lou-
call that bluff, if it took off a leg. isville I.ighting Company to reduceThere is no occasion for these rep- their.' price to a uniform rate of to
resentatives of the people (and the cents per thousand watts, provided
are not representing the people when no other electric company is allowedthey do), to come to the assistance to operate. and the action of the
of the Louisville Lighting Company. board of aldermen in authorizing the
They ought to be strong enough to board of public works to make a con-take care of themselves. If they own tract with the Louisville Lighting
any duty to the people in this nta•ter Lighting Company at a reduced priceit is to favor the -smaller covpanies with this understanding. and a• the
who art lurnishing compaititrs, but same tine ordering all wires te be
tIrder ground, leaving the smallorel
elleteier illipts without any rights 14:
put-fheir wires under ground, reminds 1
me of another story, "Once upon a
time a 'peddler went intie e printing
office and engaged in a fight with the
vaman of the composing room on
Tle thurth floor. The foreman threw
down the steps to the third floor.
e foreman of the bindery happened
O come out at that time and threw
hie down the steps to the second
floor. It just happened that the fore-
man of the press room stepped-out
at that moment, andethrew him down
to the first Mote whereupon the port-
er opportunely made his appearance
and kicked him out into the middle
of the street. • The peddler regained
his feet and exclaimed with undis-
guised admiration.. :M.ein..Giate what. a
beautiful system.'"
GEORGE G. FETTER.
BUSINESS RESUMED
Conditions in Ban Francisco Becom
big Better
San Francisco, Cal., May 2.—Con-
ditions of life are gradually becoming
more normal in this city. and the
work of clearing up the wreck in
preparation for rebuilding in the
down-town section of the city is go-
ing on more rapidly.
Business is being rapidly resumed
by retail tradesmen of ever siescrip
tion throughout the destroyed sec-
tions of the city. George Wiltman,
chairman of, the corminitae on Re-
tail Trade, reports that the following
places of business ire open:
"Forty-four butchers. 29 restaurants
22 bakeries: 22 fruit and vegetable
stands, 71 dairies. Is refreshment
parlors, 53 groceries and 71 miscel-
laneous establishments, including tail-
ors, plumbers, dry goods stores, drug-
gists and cigar stands.*
The commission firms located along
the water front are don a thriving
business Yesterday receipts showed
a marked increase over the preceed-
ing day, and prics of dairy goods and
some lines of green goods were low-
er. The business of receiving and dis-
posing of conhignments is running
along a smoothly as can be expected
under the c:rcumstances.
S.
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Tall Celery, earh
Aossorted Vases, each
THAT PLEASES
Phones:
NEW-
4 2 0
OLD-
202.R
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121S 4th St.
 .effelleOleeLeteTeleeetellni
te
riday Special Friday I 
TIME rutsPress
Cot
films
Special
FRIDAY
•14e 4 Piece Table Set
• • • • -1408 in. Bon Bon. each ... •
Cake -Kama. each ...
8 in. Berry Bowl, each ...
Set of 6 Tumblers ...
• •
••• • • •/:
'140
• • • • • •140
••••. •••140
.••• • . •3340
4 in. 6 piece Berry Set.
• • •
• • •
-POW* -11111tVy- Ju5- • • •• • • •
Vinegar Cruet ...
Tall Comporter . .
Extra large Nappies ...
it•
• • .490
• • • • • -190
Back of every Policy of
THE MU-MAL LWE
liOrfort, Aft*
We le-.
lois' es. flat
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE
for Policy-holders
Thu any other Compay in the t
....World...
BE WISE AND i.11121T A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
g.NT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER WE DO THZ
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WCRK ON ALL KINDS Or
CLOCKS AND WATCHES,
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
blODFRATE. WE CARRY A
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUTI-
FUL JEWELRY.
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
428 Broadway.
PHONE 77*-A.
 Inn
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
;old at
Gray's Buffet
Palmer Hon‘e Bar,
L. A. Lagornaraino.
•• • • •
Friday morning we offer you this beautiful line ofgenuine Press Cut Glass at prices listed. One or morepieces to a customer. This line is so perfect that anexperI can hardly detect the difference between it andthe genuine cut glass. It has the weight, it has theappearance, and prices one-half the usual selling price
,,,,••••••••aiietfre.,sy4,111PK41,1111711‘116).,••••:.•
Salesrooms 112-114446 North Fourth St. Warerooms 105-107 Jefferson St.
AN INVITATION.
:
Our new exchange has been com-
pleted and the pirblic is respectfully
invited tim•siniait blia.uperating rooms
between ad liours-Of 9 a. in.. and 4it, 7,
7. m. Sundays eacepted.
Our switch board la the meat
modern up te-date hoar] in the
•
south and no ex
,
pense has been
spared to stairs time latest inven-
tiois and improvement's known to
t*h.egibetflse.p,hon.e. art which is a pew-it.% ç # rapid :venire le our imb-•
We- employ mom than 75 errs-tors to operate this switchboard and
more than this number ;of other em-
ployes to niairttani lien and install
new subactiberbii'$ii !e« •
We will Allot• -pitainine showing
al: visitors thine/4h the plant.
LAST TtNNRSSEr TELtPHONE
COMPANY.
•
• ..• 
, ,••
*I .14 •7• .1-Zc • 
-;;;••••.'•• '
7 "
1 if
:A
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•
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BOUCHT
FOR POOR: -ARM
aci
FISCAL COURT YESTERD
ORDERED THE DEAL
CLOSED
The Comittee Will Shortly Have the
Plans Completed and Ready for
Adoption
ATTORNEYS FIGHT
AllilpE CAMPBELL AND LAW-
* 
(ER TAYLOR CAME
t.
#, TOGETHER.
The Fisticuff Occurred in the Office
of Judge Lightfooareind Both Were
Quickly Separated.
Yesterday afternoon shortly after
2' o'clock judge 'Campbell and Attor-
tiey.L. K. -Taylor indulged in a scrap
in tile office of Judge It. T. Light-
, • foci at the county court house, and
althbugh of short duration, it was
quite 'lively and exciting for the time
bring. They were separated before
d much harm was done.
41 litath were at meeting of the list%
vestigation committee of the Pailn-
cah „Aar association which has bees.
holding secret seesions at the office
cf the county judge behind closed
doors, this committee having bees
chosen to investigate rumors per-
taining to any lawyer, charging him
with unprofessional conduct.
The judge and lawyer got into an
argument, when the latter charged
hat the judge had taken his. Tay.'
'or's, clients out of Taylors office.
house, it be judge Campbell quiikly responded
Bleick to occupy the cbair he be** that this was a lie, and struck Law
the magistrate resideliPliiiiibt talete yet 'Taylor on the side of the head
court house, and the bit:prescribes The blow iusocked Mr. Taylor
that tibia "
. 1...
Yesterday morning the fisca
of this .county held their'CIV
ing at the court house and oiripr
purcheseri the piece of propetfil
the hit, Kenton coma
longing to Me. Sander air positeA site
is four milts from this city op the
Sycil,road going out by .., _ek,perk. to-
warder...4one., 4.44644v ' ' v tsio—of
ground will be upejl Or 'the DCW
county 'poo: ' (inn' to. Ve est-titillated
by the _court wPfhlttfanetrinposed:of die
justices of the Kim liati& county,
The price paid Mr theTliteRisea4 $sco.
Judge Lightfoot .ordi "iiles
over tfte coirth but Lary
gaged with
I tallasqiiibtai aitimigh the glass front of judge
judge in case the regular judge it Lightfrxit's law library, the falling Nisi Laura Elliott, daughter of
occupied otbetatalida ' l'inirp &;t:. :A.4 lass cutting Taylor's face. Vitt Mr. and Mks. • F. P. Elliott, of 7o4
The committee hevettg in s ' c t jadge followed up the blow with a Demonbreun Street, has received a
question of trettitat phi* IbinAlie it°4 rush, clutching at the other attorney's lctter from her cousin, Miss Dot
building, will meet shortly and go
over the drawhithlidul tpaciffcations
gotten up for this purpose by an archi-
tect of this citiSiKalhe pans ornve
throat, while Lawyer Taylor did like- Norwell, a senior of Stanford univer-
at ihe. and each had vise-like vitas on !any, California, in which a graphic
the other's neck, when they were 'picture of the great earthquake is
eatisfactory to them they will call an separ
ated by Liiwyees J. S. Ross did giveit. Miss Norval is the daughtert
other aession.,000be .fis(.4 cowl. KINN/tinsel F. Bradshaw. Jr. who were 'f Mr. Joe A. Norwell, formerly of
submit the documents to that body the only o
nes in the room at the this city, but now editor of the
and let thorn sanatitthehe committee's talle• outside of tvrh you
ng lady Merced Express. Miss NorvelT is
selection. It is believed that work
can be started on the building by the•
middle' or last of this month as ev- Lightfoot* inner office, and ..ale. 'night of the earthquake and her let-
erything looking towards that end Taylor went to the public offfic4 falat- ' ter will be of unusual interest* a:
it well under way now. ii.cle.
WI 
This ended the fisticuff. a
GREAT EET1140 OP 
iief I
perience in a most thrilling and in -
of she writes . the horror of her ex-
.J.,mes Collins of the police lo cc yes-
SALVATION ARMY
. _ 
terday said he would today get war-
rants for the attorneys chargi
Planned to Be Largest Ever Given
Outside at dry of London
44,444pmm....
court
Clem vi.ith a breach of tire
westing manner.
follows:
"Merced, Cal., April 25.—Dear
Folks: This is to certify that I still
Teed "terra firma." Laura's letter
New York, Matata.—Th Salvation
Army has arrange rhe biggeSt meet:
ing it has ever given outside of Lon-
don for Sumo' evening. May 13. at
the Hippodrdthd. (or he benefit
of Sea Praacieco sufferers. This
will be a part of its eiventy-aigth an-
niversary coneresd. „which will be
held from Friday, 1,14 to Wed-
nesday, May th. inclusive. Com-
mander Evangeline Nooth will con-
duct the big meeting, and in it will
"sing :he song of live and tell the
story of the broken heart." This has
been done before, but will be much
'Cuba. was surrounded and. kissed by
extended for the big meeting.
A living cross rival- he formed as 
young women wherever he went, and
one report was to the effect that at
Miss Booth sings, and attio women.) public apearances he was
wrnring %-bite. will come on the stage. 
one of his
hissed by hundreds of women. 'Horn-
at interval, to arrange themselvest
in the for mnf a (-rose. They willi 
er Davenport, in New York Marl,
'Teaks of the injustice done the hero
be followed by iiny men in red uni-
forms, vAui will outline the -cross,I 
of the Merrimac by these stories.
and then in Ism will be followed by SaYa 
he:
army officers, thrir dark imiforml.1 once asked him to tell me the facts
"During conversation with him I
who will forte 'aft outer line around!that' led up to such notoriety. He
the cross,
open-sir' said he had spoken at some 
big pub-
meeting, 
afternoon a big lic gathering in some midrIls western
atmealaielt the whole local
army will veramt...0,4.,0 be
 
hew in'. state. At the close csf his speech an
Brooklyn. Monday. 'May is. • at 3.
o/r1 lady came tottering through the
crowd toward him and on reaching
o'clock, the big new, slum settlement
house of the ,samy 'it - opened. 
him said: "Capt. Hobson, it wile my
son Jack that was with you on the
The consraetei will cidee Wednesday and he has written me
afternoon with a tea to tehrki'rovincial 'M
errimac.
officers. 
how kind you were to him, and I
I want to kiss you."
SOUNDS LIKIL RUSISCAbi HEWS 
The captain moced by the tear-
ful old nmother, stepped forward an
----- 1 .
Ent It Oceured In Chicago.. Trouble 
kissed her and her granddaughter 4
WI& Sonic Socialists. 
girl of hi years. "That," he raid. '
RICHARD P. HOSSOT1
Capt. Hobson, who has succeeded
in his race for the congressional nem-
ination in the 'ixth Alabarmt 'District,
has been subjected to much. flippant
comment upon his alieged kiseing
experiences, the reports Cuf which have
been much exaggerated and so per:,
sistently repeated a real injustice has
been done a gallant and i-auble Am-
erican who has promisejeljblitleo
ful and perhaps s distinguished future.
It has come to be a prevalent be-
lief that Hobson, on his return from
We haven't -
graduated from -
12 leading
ui!rsjies
an 7Anight
schqols and 13
correspondence
courses
but we 'have, nevertheless, ob-
tained the degree of E. S. D.
from a grateful public.
E. S. D. stand's for Expert Shoe
Doctor, and we have earned ,the
degree by doing repair work just
a little better than our patrons
can get it dune elsewhere.
Positively the last thing our cue-
tamers think of doing to a pair of
shoes is to throw them away.
There must always be a consulta-
tion with the E. S. D. if a shoe
'gets crippled in any way—and our
diagnosis invariably ends in pro-
longing the life of the shoe.
We an almost guarantee a cure
if the shoe strings are in good
-order.
Consultation free.
Bring iu your crippled shoes. r
Rudy, Phillips & Co.
simmumesessiseesimasenseemm,__________.5
A School Girl's Story.
stenographers. On being pi:Beer/451R% niece of Miss A. D. Norvell of this
Judge Campbell was' kept in Mel-teity. She was in Roble Hall oti the
The letter is as
•
,
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OYS
TE
Over 16 Years of Age td
work in basket room".
;Itorfif esba
Steady work and good p
Apply at once at office of
ergenthaler-Horton
Basket Company.
ANOTHER WAR INEVITABLE.
So Think Russian Officers Who Were
Prisoners in JaPan
that nearly alit
Odessa, llay0,20 teknoteworthy
attar:officers re-
turning here (re'ini captivity in Japan
unhesitatingly endorse the pessimistic
and sensationsl - seaternents of M.
liachenoff aud the Noroe Nremya
that peace made at PottetnOuth was
in actual fact marely a truce and that
a seconik, Rusev-Japanese struggle is
probably; igavitable. ''''' .
IlanA lie tfcolonel says that the .
guards t le;itaff of Gtn. Matsuy-i
arna ma keret that. it was Jap-
an's fixed intention eventually to ex-
pel, Russia from her eastern Asiatic
posstssea.-. The officer asserts that
japan is alrzady 'preparing for this
caanpaign.
• Riley & Cook's shoat Offer.
We will for a sLart time make you
one dozen Platinum pictures mount-
ed in nice folder. for $5 "his is the
best offer ever made by any studio in
this city. All other photos at re-
sest prices. Call at our studio and
see' what we have to offer before
malting any engagements with any
other studio.
• Pketographically yours,
RliLEY & COOK.
Utile people think they have
peace when they are only petrified.
224 Broadway
r14,444.4.4.2174
ittlit2=======na
First-Class
Watch Wcrk
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.
LI J. Welch,
PADUCAH, KY. k
wattaattatent= =alat:st
1,., Kinds Monuments ant! General Cemetery Work (Use A
411501.•
Green River Stone
•
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and !I
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS- •
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : : .
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works. Ii
SOLE AGENT, tfioe TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
.:==trld*.''ettt .•nr.:::-,:nrtn
ele: 4
" •
CAI at rstore Ind bead
Ifs to You!
Remember it's free. See
this machine. Read our
offer---A natural tone
talking and singing
machine F
prepaertntReeerds of Basial
e"•""" "r. tkeliao'beirt" mune44-life in the dirty or nals
y—a Min !Oita grablied 'My bath *rob off the Ihict 
Recitattons, and assure your-
4a. $ .e in fife higher than gold got into my id' rs and alniostswore 
self that this is the best offered. You
Reward WIlad,zinsiii, tnifstrled hist red; 1_ 4.
‘'llag and Was: at alike
came this morning, also one from
Aunt Sarah. Papa said he had
written you, so you know ere this
that tbe interior only got a ;slight
shock and. taat Mier
the surface of the aelitetha As for
4till..adorns
me, I haven't had seise ,enOugh to
write—havo just put !me time
sleeping libe the deal It -seems to
me a million years since that awful
morning a week ago. It *as ,abou•
ten minutes pat 5 when I was
awakened by a terrible jolting about
and crashing. The plastering wae
jest raining down, making it to dark
I could scaarceiy see, and it seemed
as if we were swinging out to never,
only to be jerked back just as viol-
ently in the other direction. The
building swayed and wrenched terri-
bly. I could hear the wells tearing,
and every stick of furniture in the
room fell. The great double ward-
robe which was right against my bed,
reaching the full length of it, tot-
tered a minute and swung the other
way. realized in an instant what
was doing and shrieked at Smiley
that we were going to be killed. I
shall never forgetethe despair in her
cry. There we lay, too stunned to
move, and watehed the floor above.
It puttee-Allis way and that, tearing
and creakin)% We didn't doubt for
an instant hut•Iliat we'd get it. I
can't describe t(7...you the terror of
fiat awful minute.
r.'"No•one will ever, know except
all the people I have ever kissed in'eto4e w
ho Were there; and I hope
Chicago, Ill., May 2.—Two hundred public, and I think th.- American thee is ndthing 
that order in
men, calling themselves Socialists, at- press have done me a very great itore for at& of yo
u. We were in
tempted to march through the streets wrung, a wrong that money or re- a third-storyd.porn in the
 centre of
yesterday wade the red fl .arld were
prevented by the police. 
go u ene-
true. Capt. Hobson. aside from being fit. The Ora' in the room next to 
us
As soon as word was- brought to a hero, is a man—a fine type of the Went throughsthree floors and hit on
the police that a parade under the red American todey. He is a young
flag was projected fifty policem•n, 
the .piandU:. Her room-mate, aGeorgia
southeitner who will grow in congress girl, shrieked, 'COW 'Law, Ruth's done
under the command of Serge Michael until, some day, unless miss my
Sullivan. *ere at once eens t44 litchi- 
gone.' 'When the girls called down
guess„,„,you will set him still greater,
sun and North Clark streets. The °1-1 He lit "a most convincing speaker, an to he
r. 'Where was she?' the answer
beers found a large number of inen 
came, tie! ttl as a summer day, 'In the
orator, a student of ecintlisions,
wearing red badges sad tust•about• tb 
pi.rlot." There she stood on top of
man! Of ideas. He tall and well
set out on their parade... built,th tiesn.,,e f
eatures, a Pile"firiubbish stacked.. on the
zoo strong, started without 'the flags 
hi. piano wfiti her nighty all torn, and
and it-ealm, steady eye that tells t
and marched to Detiet". Plarky .6" ito&of the-Sinking of th
e Merrinitec en-tiling up at the g
irls, hi-rave ZIIS
Wile. -away. jlefore 110-.64tt‘: ,•the enibute you. see hien. He saw the 
lion! Several other girls took a
distance had Keen covered the paiide ,pppc”tmity taere was for a young sliatilar .jcitirtley thfough 
-two three
hail been greatly reduced *numbers.: 'fiean- sovie 'fixed purpose in th floors, but not 
one was serious!
When the contrail wall passing the itnit 4 ';r present consetas. Hie is a man w
corner of Congress strerit and °ken( couldn't be conttet to live an idtei's .f`As soolis as the shock was over I 'an---41
piac nder he-
. . - I • . '. " g : , • ,:. ... • brPid : , and ' epaulet
s. Now that ita' at Smiley because she seemed toot
TVS . . .
Several of his EtimpaltiOns'6114tirript- 
will  be -ineiongress, watelt him grow.„. ,.stupid to come on. Then she,. col
ed to take him from the police alotsts. 
' • '"41fItert threst Aseiep.-aed we set out.
the offici,ti" dfew' thEieVevloTtails' and "WC)" 
PAINTINGS ' '  The'-olS bat tam- hied at encri !lag''-
'. WERE NOT DESTROYED bit- tit a'. seciind rime were down and
• the mat-chats" keen *ay, 'het ''‘ threw' • ,.........- - Lent.
stones after.' thcc)pataskoesragost ,. that ..:4144:pranelaen. upay 2.. . The picture.. ....,-e
calried WladVitski- ael thremolice sta- ' 
vir girls slept out .on the tennis
"'the Man With a .Hoe.". the famons
tion. A meeting was heldesleaer in, 
coiirt for two nights and had, a
paintinie by Millet, which was report special 
park. indssineessbat-iirersidttld un- 
guar4, elite boys came to
rd to ,have been burned with others
der the eyes -10.,..thasi polico.,0140, maid, An.alor Croker n'anstion on Nob kill,
orders to break it up if the utterances was 'go-tense itiom the Eames. CAMS
41f the speakers became incendistry. famous paintings in the same collec-
tion, Stich were carrielk.to safety,. are
-"The Oak,." by Rowan; ark! finance
of gytoplts."- .
Hard is the!-*sik fren-,EAsy Street
And many there b.a/$41sjor*Cit
the frottr 'soldiers., They didn't
slee4,e wirdiaba those days, just keep
1111 a Constant patrol 'of' the campiisa
end all' through the night you coutd
htat the "All's well."4.-NasiotAle
Pernar.
er Ina ntal Musk, Songs,
airy only the Records.
STANDARD TALKING
"IS4OHINK 11111100RDS ARE
PAlifOUS FOR THEIR TONE '
AND Q OA prir. s
As a .home entertainer it has so
equal.' 'he best talent in the coun-
try is. Preught right to year fire-
side to while away evenings with
crinieal 'g'edt*tioite anit soar.. ha
iv pramptu dance may be gotten up
• .
ree
at a moment's notice and here you
have the best orchestra of the coun-
try to play the dance music. Os' you
may wish' to leadn a song and what
bitter instructor can you have than
nate of the Peerless singer,: to. eleven*
a song 'oser and over again if bated'
be.. 'Tke possibilities of this wonder-
%rift& miChine for induction and
rmusement are endless
This Graprophone represents one
of the latest achievemeats of the
I. rgest and best equipped Talking
Machine Industry in the world.
Therefore its reproduction will sur-
prise and delight the most exacting
'Oen et. , •
The equipment consists of 16-inch
LER & LYDON. SW Pad
• floe.
enamel Steel Horn with large amptia
fyinie• Belt and Bran Detachable
Horn Connection.
Detachable Horn Supporting Arm..
' Aluminum Swinging Arm—
asiffsetees, and perfectly construe-
Nit Minor.
. Oil temparect bearings that inn
last a lifetime—
An najtotahle Speed Screw—
Indestructable Natural Tone Sound'
Box. etc.
One Standard Talking Machine
Free to EVery Customer whose Cads
Purchases 'amount "Irt
See and hear this wonderful instru-
ment and learn beriellesilry irato•een
obtain one free4, tr ot,. . 4
t•
ucah, tucky e
Paducah's
Annur 11 C, rnivall(.
THE
'WHITE
C4I(TY."
A gigantic
Aggregation
-,Of bewildering
Sights.
-attire
ions of
s t. Louis
'THE
IGORROTE
`VILLAGE."
Aiwa 30 to May 5.
Cosmopolita, :%llows, Wild West
Excursion Rates on al' Transportation Lines.
6.4.11••••
•••••••••••••••••11
Wawa.
4E1 .. lamoNwwwW -WIN/Ma —. ......—••••--
•••••
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientiiically Constructed and
....of the. High, Excellence....
. .
••••••
• ..••••••••••••••••••••.••••
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY
MAME, [MLR & CO•
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH, K
fill THROUGH
YOUR CORRLSPONDENCt
BY USING THE
"UN E
TYPEWRITIR
90
Club— Won Lost Pct. local team the greater part of lasti
"DutAchn" RheorlaiBal, who captained tile' Next to
 vilashingDisho
.New York 3 .813 season and who was sold at the
Chicago .. 6 .647 close of the season to Decatur and
Pittsburg 9 6 .600 who was released by Decatur to Rock
Philadelphia .. ... 9 • 7 t ...563 Island, is again with Cairo. -Roland
Boston .. '438 without doubt was the fastest. and
St. Louis . , .429 headiest shortstop in the Kitty .league
Cincinnati . 
.35o last year. He also played the second
Brooklyn 
.188 sack for asNhile. He is an old head
and knows the inside of baseball. Be
knows more tricks in a minute flan
Mayor Parsons has been practicing the average player can think, of .in
up for that opening game. He is week. His addition to the Cairo team
slated to pitch the first ball and in an w'll greatly strengthen it. H ewill
interview with the sporting writer play short for the present. Roland
of the Citizen today, stated that he has a host of friends in Cairo who
had confidence in his pitching ability are glad that he will be one of the
and was sure he would strike out the "Tadpoles ' again this season. He
first man at the bat. He hoped the put up a gingery game yesterday.
was playing all around the Decatur
ites, Christman was struck in the
face with a batted ball. It was a ter-
rific line drive and the twirler drop-
ped as though he had been shot. His
nose was broken and one eye was
badly injured.
"Big Charley" Wills was injured
in the seventh inning of Saturday. In
reaching for a low.pne ruan.e,r step-
ped on his hand, which was badly
spiked. He was forced to leave the
game and Haworth was brought in
.538 front the left garden to finish the con-
.500 test. Shaw filled Haworth s shoes in
the left field.
5portin and
The Game Today.
If it won't rain everybody will go
out to Wallace park to see the game
between Paducah and Mattoon. Mayor
Yeiser will pass the ball to the pitch-
er- and giVe the command "play ball."
Deals band, city officials and back-
ers of the team. will parade. The
game will be called at 3:30 p. m.
' AmeriCin Lagise Standing.
Wort
Philadelphia ..9
Chicago .. ...,7
St. Louis ..
Cleveland ..
Washington ..7
Detroit .. .,..6
New Vork ..6
Boston .. .1 . _6 8
GUY NANCE,
Manager.
FRITZ KETTLER. M. NANCE.
A ssistant. Embalmer.
GUY NANCE
 Undertaker and Embelmer,
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
for Sick and injured Only.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHONE 699.
NEW PHONE 334. PADUCAH, KY.
•
a ucah Transfer Company
(IneorDoraled.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
711
Handling Freight, Machinery and and Monroe
And HouseholdMoods. Both 'Phones
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
National League Standing.
• • 7
• • 3 13
The Mayor Will Pitch.
first man up would be Dummy fielding and hitting well and stealing
Hughes. The mayor will likely use bases under the Washington's bat-
the "spit" ball.—Cairo Citizen. I tery's nose.—Cairo Citizen.
Lost Pct.
5 .643
7
6 .5oo
7 .50
7 462
8 429
-429
On top of it all, Eddie 9urroa is
down with malarial fever.—Danville:
Press.
..m...1.••••••••••1.,
Blues Win.
The Vincennes. Champs defeated The ball game that was played last
the strong Cincinnati Globes in a Saturday afternoon at the fair grounds
game at League Park Sunday after- b-tween the Blues and the Stars re-
noon, which, while not a brilliant ex-1 stilted in a victory for the Blues by
hibition, was decidedly interesting. a score of 13 to 12. It took twelve
The score at the conclusion of the innings to tell the story. Being the
game stood 8 to 4 in favor of the in-, first gam: of the season the boys
vincible Champs. The Champs made, played a very 
good‘ 
game leaving off
one run in the second, three ni the' the errors both sides made.—Nlayfield
third, one each in the fourth and,: Messenger.
fifth, and two in the seventh.—Vin-1
mines Commercial.
Alice 8 Cincinnati 4.
Six to Nothing.
Sullivan Grays were "fruit" for Mc-
Carthy Sunday. The veteran shut
them out 6 to o and toyed with them!
after the third. The Hyphens could i
Lave made a score of runs. but Her-
ryliiI1 put them to work on placing
the ball, sacrificing and working
"squeeze plays. The practice was
a good one and the kind needed. Still
the crowd wanted to know why the
Hyphens did not roll up a big score,
little realizing what our foxy manager
was up to. Ensign made the only
error for the Hyphens, but he made
a good impression by his work. He
is a good sticker and his "bumps"
robbed him of a double. Huff was
very wild for Sullivan, giving five
bases and hitting two men. McCarty
fanned 8 and made monkeys of the
Grays. Chipps pulled off a fine catch
and made a double play, retiring the
side with the bases filled. The second
game with Sullivan was cancelled as
Berryhill decided more good could be
done Monday in perfecting etam play.
—Mattoon Star.
Jacksonville-Cairo Game.
The occasion will be made an event
similar to that of past seasons. There
will be a parade headed by mounted
police. Juvenile band, city officials in
carriages, members of the local base-
ball association, the two contesting
clubs, members of the press, local and
visiting, autombbiles and citizens in
carriages. The parade will start at 2
o'clock from Fourteenth street and
Commercial avenue, south to Fourth
street, west to Wiashington avenue,
thence north to Sportsman's Park.
Following practice of the two
teams, His Honor, Mayor Parsons
will make a brief address, toss the
9
4
 Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which icyour time.
todel\wood Typewriter -Co.,
241 Broadway, New York.
Main and Fourth Sts., Louisville.
11X
IromiliiiiidialkOhmompaommaihal
Tt5st b,ittI T‘rr tile plate, Or RS near
over as the old leaguer can get it,
declaring at the same time the fourth
formal opening, of the Kitty base
bail league season, in Cairo.
Then will follow a battle -great for
honors through nine spasms.
A great many of Cairo's largest
and greatest retail and wholesale
mercanfle establishments have sig-
nified their intention of closing their
places of business at 3 o'clock in order
to .give their employes an opportunity
to %witness the szaine.'thue olia1erial4y
aststiiig ill making the league inaug-
iiral a' gala event.—Cairo
Danville Players Crippled.
The Decatur trip proved a costly
one for the Danville Kitty leaguers.
The Three Eye league club not only
took the big end of the score in two
games but put two pf Danville's best
players on • tht lifireffiitat- Mt. The
Kitty league season opens next
Thursday, and unless good players are
found to take the place of the injured
men, Danville will start the season
with a' badly crippled team.
Christman was sep badly injured
Sunday afternoon. that he will not
be able t6 ariPear in a game for three
or foul weeks. In the sixth. inning,
Irtittapielscork, was a jieutill
Nine to She.
Jacksonville won out over the
Springfield club by the score nine to
six.
Finding Pearls.
The mussel diggers below the city
are finding many pearls. They arc
numerous and of fine variety. Every
mussel that is taken into the boat is
examined fp pearls. The pearls
found here are very pure and find A
ready- market in the large wholesale
jewelry house.. Many of them bring
as much as $75 and $too. Mussel
digging is a profitable avocation in
this section of the Ohio. Seldom a
season passes that a mussel digger
does not clear $1,000 or more. He
works only in the spring and sinner.
The mussel shells, alone. yield a good
revenue, aside from a few hundred
realized for pearls that may be
found. Mussel digging is a trade and
reluires an apprenticeship, else one
may never become profIcient in get-
ting the shells, assorting them. ex-
tracting what may he valuable in the
meat and shipping them to mirket.- -
Owensboro Inquirer.
Fine photos at unheard of prices.
Riley & Cook.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
EXCURSION BULLETIN.
Chattanooga. Tenn. — Southern
Baptist Convention--Dates. of sale
May 8th, eith and Toth, limit ten days
with privilege of extension until
June t5th by paying a fee of 50 cents.
Rate for the round trip $9.25.
Birmingham, Ala.—General Confer
ence of M. E. church—Dates of sal.. 
May tat and and, limit to June 3rd,
with privilege of extension to June
30th by paying a fee of 50 cents. Rate
for round trip $9.25. .
Los Angeles, Cal.—Annual Convtn
tion Imperial Council Ancient Order
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine and
Natioral Congresa of Mothers—Dates
of sale April 25th to May 5th, limit
July 31st. Rate for round trip $60.50.
Lexington, Ky.—Spring Races—
Dates of sale April 24th to May 1st,
limit three days. Rate for round trip
$12.15.
Paris, Ky. — Grand Commandry
Knights Templar—Dates of sale May
21st and 22nd, limit May f5th, icioN
Rate for round trip $12.73. •
Memphis, Tenn.—General Confer
ence Colored M. E. Church South—
Dates of sale May 1st, and and 3rd,
Emit June and, 1906. Rate for round
trip $5.25.
Louisville, Ky. — Spring Meeting
New Louisville Jockey Club--Dates
of sale May tat and end, limited to,
May 3rd. Rates for round trip $6.95.
95 
C
Dates of sale May 1st and and, limit
May loth; May 3rd to \.29th. inelu
ewe, limint three 'days from clat.
oi sale. Round trip rate $8., 
, 
I
e - The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the ape Of theseveral fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-duce. Unless, of course, you own a
Hot Water or Steam System
A
Only one fire then needed and no duet or ashes in the livingrooms. Estimates free. rAgleW.Att,:
•
EdD.HannanIn
Both Phones 1101. 132 S011th Furth &a., 323 Kelltnek, MUM.
ENTto S ILL IT WILL leen* foe big FREE ISIOYCLETostalsh "owium the most complete tin. cl high-grime-III1CYCLNR. TIMIS and RCI.IOR IVA at l'afelr,IISSLOW any other manufacturer IX dealer in the wt.., id.
DO NOT BUY A BIOME "—a t airy
=err/ of owing", emu you have received war complete Free ate*illustratmg aid describing every kited or high-gra,k and 
Llea= n e 
low-grad-tters and
CIS and wonderful sew seem made possible by selling from factori
old pan aura models, and rl our remarkable AIIII
direct to rider with DO middlemen's reit&
WHIP ON APPROVAL reetheeit alai ionic Pay the Freight 'rid10 Days Free Trio/ and make other liberal terma which no (Alsowill e and ge m=fte in leformatiout by simply writieg us • postal.the world will do. You larn everything t uch valeISO used a ~se 4graegg hs every tows see ma eler an opportunitsto Make money be ennoble young Ilie* WWI snap alone:.
0 PIINCTIIRE-PROOF TIRES ° N
 L
 Y
.80  —w mrproi..
w• Will Sell NAILS TACKS
row So gm_ aseSS
WONT LETPak, for PUT TIM AIR(CASH ilirtH 4.)11 Car. f,oe.se)NO MORE TROUCLE FROM PUNCTIIIEL
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
"If VS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, coobe vulcanised like any other tire.
Two Ilsearea Tbeessed pairs now ki asked ass.Sweaty-ft Tammead pairs sold tut year.
Prioo $
.118.50 per pair.
To IntiPoigroo
/Seem Ile Web robber tread
.A" morpsoseteure strips -n-
and -lit" else rlan strip ••111"
es pereeese rim entellag. TiesWee win entiest ether
embe—IllOPT sadEAST swum
wiltra=1=ty ewbecof rubber, 'stitch WW1. esses peso= sad e•dii closes up small puncture,
r Made In all Aiwa It is Wel, led MeV dam _wiwy datable and lined inside
without allowing the air he escape We have huirksipareensties. sonsiled customers statingthat their tires Mere only hero pumped seance or Serierbas whole mama They weigh so mere thaa
Mir Serie sestrosioe by the patent •• et Ware' Weed when prevents all air front being
sa seftery net the posefere reestI5gusilities left 11.1.11.11 by several layers of this, modallyMelees the tree& That Dade* seelabiss esensesinr felt when Adis( es asphalt
equessed set between the tire and the dies memento, all make. 1- 11ettler price of theseOnes is law pm pair, but foe advertising imases we arausaliMg sesidal to the riderif only kilo per pair. All orders shippe day letter We sils"..r.e) on approvaLYou de not say amid .5th you have ensmised and foaled them attiette as tel.We will rushes of 5 percent (thereby making mice per pair) if you send*ELL CASE Will! ossuan and sasisse this advertisement We will also seed Gee nickelpanted brass hand pump and ..ro Ilanspeo• metal puacture deters cis fun paid orders (these metalpiseetunt closer, to be used In case of intentional knife cuts or leen gashes). Tires to beet OM esesese if for any maim they are au satisfactory esa=rm reliable and fleassey sent to us is as sole as ie • beak. Ask your Postmaster,or Freight Agent or the Editor of this pow sues es. I/ you older• pair alErma diet you will &ad that they will ride easier. roe Vane& weer heeler, Ise town
 sad lookRom Elea airy the you have ever used or sees at any peke. beeminel yen win be so well pewee&limb Whew yen want a yob4tu min give us year eider. We wont pm to seed us a mail trialesdierei sem, heves the iirltable the offer.
OOILM 'BRAKES, itrittarebslisZfa. Pelaa41 mih11rts ai rrias.thee=e g Une me by us atgelesedsargsa by dealers and repair men Writ. for our InINDET 0NO NOT WAIT Lluic, uyetie or a lipUle OM frame sepses until know°
 the sew autweslierfal den we are nuking. Is osly meta • postal le Mem ewer/them. Write it NOW. a
IEU STOLE 001114111Y. 11001.•4 l" SIlCAS14,ILL
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLAIlipPER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.IT WILL PA.Y YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS. WE RA.vz 70'OFFER YOU.
• ••••••• Ana
For the next few days Wallpa-per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 2o cents per roll, we will sell ior15c per roll.
.. Paper usually sold at toe we will
sell for itc.
....Paper usually sold at fle we will
sell at se.
We carry a large and completeline of Picture Frames, Moulding,
and Window Shades in oil colors.
A large line of roofink lad -build-ing papers, canvass and locks.
nattOMISMIMMMUISOMMtuntiuMMINSKIII
A•
at so asa lea
VIRRIENSIMIESIESIIIINIIIIiirsmsSADIBIampringows
LEE 315 h
711.7 1rtmatirservenie
-eireerree,,,
..•
WORK OF GLACIER. TALE OF A QUEER HOUSE PRINCESS AS A HOUSEWIFE.
, Dwelling Formed of 1111s4p Beached She of Wales Knits Husban.d's Socks
TActoxA 102.7rELD4 on the Pacific Coast in
- 
Gold Times. 
Sinn Sees Thateni...e701111
On the bay of San Francisco, about
six miles from the city, hi the little
save Become the Source of Electrical tenvu of Tiburon. Here, on the beacu,
is a remarkable dwelling—half ship
and half cottage. The landward half
„is an ordinary two-storied wooden cot-
tage, but the outward end is the hulk:
of an old veseiel, the name board of
which, Tropic Bird, is nailed over the
front door of the cottage.
"In ISLO, just alter the great gold
discoveries in California, the Tropic
iiird, built in., Prince Edward Island socks, but sees that he wears them.
shipyard, and commanded by CSDL
— 
Once, for instance, when the prince,
ki°14"s' set sail "-um G'°u°aat'ar' after a long day's shooting
, returned
Ma..., with a mixed crew of sailors home tired and wet, the princess wee
haying her tea and the sportsmen
were all quite ready for theirs, but—
careful wife that she is—the princess
would not give her husband any until
`to had changed his wet boots and
stockings, and he, though laughing and
protesting. bad to do her bidding.
The princess is an excellent mother.
and both she and the prince are very
anxious that their cluldben should be
brought up on the simplest liase pos-
sible. When they are at York cottage
they have their little ones with theme
great deal, says Home Notes.
Formerly the hall was constantly
seed by the small peters.. One day,
however, a visitor fall over a hoop be-
batten to Prince Edward, and now
the children have a special play room
at their own.
TO BURNISH LIGHT. --ttO
Power That Is Furnished to
Cities a Hundred Miles
Avrsq
Among the great mountain peaks on
4e Pacific coast, that of Tacoma is
perhaps beat known JwIng not only to
Its' .itze, but to the immense ice-cap
upon its summit, formed by the num-
ber of glacters which exist there
It is not only a great mountain, says
the Technical World, out. a beautiful
mountain, since the toe format!**
glittering in the sunlight makes It vis-
ible for a distaste ranging from 60
to 80 miles on a clear day, $o that It
pin be Cistinctly seen In the cities of
13eattle and Tacoma.
While the peak Is sometimes termed
Mt. Rainier, Tacoma, the title which
the Indians gave It, its a far more ap-
tepropria same for this peak, sine*
4Taeonta" le • muse means nourish-
ment. The fields of ice and mow ex-
tending for miles upon its slopes form
the sours, of several Important riven,
which not only nourish • wide area of
farming country, but have recently
formed a most important source of
power for the cities smiled. as well as
for smaller towns in this section et
We/atingle". In feet, from the glacial
streams of Tomas is already generat-
ed a very ism questity of electric!
power, whisk is being utilized not only
for power hut for heating and lightlag
as well. To give an idea of the diversi-
ty of uses for the current., it may be
stated that it operates the electric
railway systems in the cities of Seattle
Ind Tacoma, aggregatlegg 168 miles of
aroiley line, In addition to cable 
l
nil-
situated in the hilly portions of
see cities. Besides this service, how.
per, current is furnished for one of
the most notable interurban electric
railways in the United States, that ex-
tending between Seattle and Tacoma,
where per is secured from tbe third
rail la connection with the multiple-
unit system. This line is employed
not only for tawnier service but for
transporting freight and express ma-
terial, and ranks among the most com-
pletely equipped electrig systems la
the world. The horse power required
for • number of the largest Industries
in the city of Tacoma. Including the
lotpa of the Northern Pacific railwaythe water works pumping plant, is
also obtained from this source; while
illuminatioa for streets and buildings,
iss both Seattle and Tacoma, depends
I**flea It to a oonstderablbe extent. The
demand for power is increasing so
rapidly that within • few years Mount
Tacoma will be supplying fully 10,000-
horse power tA) the cities mentioned.
While, as already stated, the glacier,
aad snow fields of Mount Tacoma are
the source of several Important rivers
traversing the western portion at
Tiashtngtoa. the stream which Seim-
ratio the electric current at preseat is
.the Poyatiup, which originates in two
or the principal glaciers. Owing to the
distance of the stream from Its source
to the resenting station, a bead of
water is secured which is =urinous.
coneldering the volume of water util-
ise] Consequently the installation if
schinery for generating current, and
e system for distributing IL yeomen
ly ateteating features. The
adopted was to divert the rtver
from its nateral bed, carrying the we-
4 by means of a flume tan miles to a
.resartoir located on a high plebes.
and thence diseharging by means Of
awe) ;epee against wheels in the power
house, under a head of 673 feet, the
water wheels so driven being direct-
conmected to electric generators. and
the electric power so produced belLg
tranemitted at a pressure of Ofi,co)
oilers 4S miles to Seattle and 32 miles
to Tacoma.
A'd water rights, and the neneseary
land abutting on the river, from the
poin: of diversion to point of return.
ranTeirces-
miry for Aume and other st.-ucturee.
kral actual work of development was
Idommeaced March 1, 1904.
1
Title if Prime Minister.
i.te title ,of prime minister was on-
. snows till the beginning of the gash-
teeth centnry, aid the gentlemen sho
first filled the position and were ,so
called objected te the title, which was
regarded AN a 411111110111- importation
from Frame. and as conveying the
meaning a grand vizier. something
despotic and unconstitutional. William
III. had nobody in his council who
could be sal/ to correspond to our
*rime minister, nor had Queen Anne.
1::kaan Swift was the grit writer to use
ISX2 term, which he MOBIL to Harley,
arae. however, had SO power to appoint
his own eol forerun-
ner se the o Balfour' and
.8 v. 11.s was Walpole.
illPhat. Indeed?
Manaiper—Your play Is too tams;
pha.last act ought to end with a soap.
7.f Playwright—Doesn't the hero marry
Lb. WM"? Bay, what do You Mil
num nubs's!? — °ionised Plait
P144r.
and landaioeu, all eager to zoit as
Quickly as possible to the land of gold.
Just before reaching Cape Horn, nut-
tiny broke out, but wan quelled by the
firmness of the caplet& and the oppor-
tune coming on of a violent storm,
which kept all hands buff for asearal
days. The Tropic Bird and all on
board reached the Golden elate and the
young city of Sau Francisco safety.
The vessel, however, was sso battered
that she was beached at the loot of
Telegraph Hill and converted into a
boarding house and general store. The
oaptaia and his brother made naoasy
feet, and alter a Sew years sold toot
their buillams sad returned to their
native state.
Half a century later, In 1001, a Salk
lie wit* and abAI4 caMe frest Soft '
Franelsoo to Murcia to vIalt the ship
cottage. The wonmals heart cams
into her mouth when she rend the
name plate, Tropic Bird. Fosteriag.
1-btoi learned that the aid vessel had
been towed over to Tiburon, cut is hail
and a eottage °Olt where her stern
had been. They farther nesertaleled
that the Tropic bird was built by Dcmi-
ald Dewar, a shipbuilder of George-
town, Prince Edward Island, and sold
by him to Capt. Homans, who sailed
her rotted the flora. Donald D•WIlieS
granddaughter, Mrs. J. H. Scott is now
die housewife of the Tropic Bird, and
her visitor was II daughter of Capt.
Hotnins. So strangely did two people,
deeply interested thc ..ropSe Bird,
the one a granddaughter or her build-
er and the oth,r a daughter of her
former ouner and captain, inset in the
little town of Tileiron.
SNAPSHOT MARRIAGES.
Nueety-Nire of Which Out of a Ban-
died Result in Bo-
happinesa.
All modern advancement and in-
ventions, marvelous as they are, have
not brought any improvetneat over
good, old-fashioned sourtehip, trays the
Memphis News-Scimitar.
it is easier to tetcJme married than
It used to be, and easier to be di-
The bride nowadays does not bring
hostages to happiness In the form of
rag carpets and chests of comforts and
quilts, made with he: own hand, and
Into every stitch of which she boa
fondly tucked the hove, eonAdenc
and faith that ripen only ti long
courtship and thorough acquaintance
before engagement.
No; aowadays she brings utile her-
self, and possibly papa's check, to a
bridegroom whose redo if, and char-
acter are as unknown So her as are the
deeps of a lake over which she ha*
joyously drifted in the moonlight.
We generally make a short shrift of
courtship. engagement and marriage in
these modern days, and the runaway
marriage is becoming more and more
common The main industry of St.
Joseph. Mich., Is the Marrying of rIale.
au ay couples from Cticage.
"Ninety-nine runaway Marriages out
of a bud red resultin s dun) omega.-
It is the solemn declaration of
Judge Thompson. of Chicago, who was
talking Loam the bench.
The judge oves hearing the divorce
e-“e of • Young *Oman married four
years ago
"Did you know him well before you
married him?" asked the judge
"I thought I did " said the plaintiff.
"but I guess I didn't After vio had
been married a sho:t time he beat nis
every day. Once he threw me down
two flights of stairs and then fol-
lowed me down and kicked me."
"It was a runawrty marriage,"
"Wall, Yu, it was," admitted the
woma
The fudge pondered a moment -I
will give you a decree," he said. "But
I hope this case will be • warning to
other foolish girls. Ninety-nine out of
a hundred end this way"
The passing of the honest, old-
fashioned, long-drawn-out courtahlp.
In which men and women become ac-
quainted before marrying, is to be la-
mented. In proportion as It recedes.
the divorce problem looms larger and
larger.
Took Hint at Mb Word.
• greengrocer's boy hailed a vessel
in dotOt at Cardiff. The surly mate
responded and gruffly asked what ne
wanted. "I've got some vegetable,
for the ship." was the reply. 'All
you needn't come aboard; throw
em up one at a time." said the roots,
IS ne stood In readiness to receive Use
eepected vegetables. "Ahoy, there--
look out," shouted the led, as be
threw a tangle green pea toward the
Mare. "I've got a sack of 'am for the
Sainallit!"
Dubious
"Did you hate a good Um. during
tZ social season last winter?'
"Well," answered Mr. Cumroo,
e a lot of things I don't Uks, met
lot of iteople I didn't know, and
night a lot of thiags I don't need.jihusithatieskieks 00 I rungs I must have had a good
•
Stisec±Wasit1i4toa
Like her mother before her, the
princess of Wales is a first rate house-
keeper, and though site is a very busy
woman socially, there are but a few
things in the management of her
'household which she (lees not under
stand and many Viler —Ne personally
supeentends.
The princess has no liking for sit
ting with idle hands, and she I. never
without some sort of needlework. She
not only knits the prince of Wales
SENSE OF THE TURTLE.
Reptile Posassess Reelethabla In-
stinct for Finding Test-
ing Ground.
--
During the summer months, from
May to August, tke big Sit turtle
Lay their eggs in the beach. They
come possibly hundreds of miles, and
if undisturbed, will land within a few
yards of the mine place year after
year. says Forest and Stream. They
crawl up the beach in the night and
make their nest in the sand just above
high water mark. I have watched
them from behind a sandhill, but a few
feet away.
They dig the hole with their hind
flippers, and after covering it over,
first Ailing it with eggs, they will go
a few feet and make another place, I
always thought aa a blind, for one
looks just like the other. They lay
each mouth usually during the high'
tides of that month, beginning in May
and ending in August, from 90 to 1115
seal.
During the summer I found and
brought Into camp 2,766 eggs. I put
some in the sand near our camp and
In :7 days the toe eggs hatched, the
rest In three days more. The little
turtles would dig out, raise their lit-
tle heads and sniff the air a moment,
then start for the river, 100 yards
away. It was always a mystery to me
bow a turtle could find the same place
on the sbore. When a short distance
out at sea it all looks alike—just sandy
ridges, with scrub palmetto and coarse
H LIFE IN TOMSK.
Siberian ty That Comes Near is
Bei Worth a Few Days
Sojourn.
Tomsk, Siberia, is not such a dread-
ful place. A traveler writes of it:
"After leaving the governor we paid a
visit to the shops of Tomsk In order to
complete our outfit. We were able to
buy apples newly arrived from the Cau-
casus, tea from China—only 400 miles
away, and brought by a sledge en
drosky by the overland trade routes
first °petted by Pater the Great—and
many kinds of goods from Germany,
such as kodake, photographic material
and all kinds of up-to-date articles.
'We also paid a visit to a barber,
who cotild compare favorably with one
of the first-class barbeirs In the west
end of London, and was quite as dear
charging us a shilling for a shave and
a haircut. I was In every way very fa-
vorably impressed by the town. With
a' population of about 60,000, It is as
rich in churches and public buildings
as any English or American town with
Ave times the number of inhabitants
"Moreover the Tomsk university is
an imposing building and contains two
acul of_ medicine- and law
This capital, In fact, takes the third
place in educational importance In the
empire."
Bark of Sequoias.
California's giant trees, the sequoias,
thousands of years old, have been pre-
served to this day because of thee
enormously thick bark. From time to
time, in the course of ages, forest
fires have swept through the big tree
lands, destroying everything, yet only
scorching for a couple of inches' depth
or so the almost fireproof bark. The
flames having carbonised that much of
the hark, could not penetrate farther,
for the carbonised portion formed as
absolutely fireproof covering for the
remainder of the Interior bark.
Mark of Degeneracy.
Mitchett — Young MeSeedey, who
went through the fortune his parents
Lilt him, was arrested to-day for steel-
ing a dotter.
Gauss—What degenerarYI His fath-
er never thought of taking ins than a
ntlIllon.--Binart Set.
Back In Chicago.
Dearborn—And did you shake the
dust from your feet when yoU left New
York?
Wabash—Well. I don't know that
shook It from my feet exactly, but I
know I got rid of all the dust I had, all
;WM.—Yonkers Statesman.
JUST AN ACCIDENT
tN MOST CASES IT IS DUE TO
GROSS CARELESSNESS.
Child Maimed for Life Through Mo-
mentary Neglect of Nurse—Pleas-
ant Experiences Which Some-
times Come by Accident
BY MARGARET E. SANGSTER.
(Copyright, Me by Joseph B. Bowles.)
Nine-tenths of the untoward hap-
penings that people call accidental are
due to gross carelessness and shame-
ful neglect.
There are two seta of people
world—those who keep things up and
those who let things run down. The
first have never indulged in the habit
of putting off UM to-morrow what ought
to be done to-day. If the roof leaks or
there is a cracx in the ceiling or a
loose board In the floor or a sagging
hinge or a broken window cord, they
repair the damage at once. They know
perfectly that it costs less to mend
than to mar, and marring goes rapidly
at where there is no mending. As
everybody knows the best way to let
even a fine house go to absolute ruin
is to shut it up and leave it without as
Inhabitant. A house that is lived in
lasts longer and looks better than a
house that is untenanted, because the
forces of nature are oonstantly =kink
war ova* the but/dings of men, aids
constant battle must be waged against
them if men are to come off victors.
The heedless housekeeper has casu-
ally mentioned that there is a this
place on the stair carpet which will
presently wear into a hob. She is not
Ignorant of a rip in a rug which may
catch somebody's heel and cause a tum-
ble. But being heedless, she put ofi
repairing the rent in carpet and nig
until an unlucky person hurrying alone
has a fall, which means a hip out ol
Joint or a broken leg, or, worse still
a jar which may cause apoplexy tc
some one in old age, or the develop-
ment of a malignant disease in "ono
one younger. These baleful sequence'
do come from slight falls, and some
body Is responsible.
A variety of miseries shuttle alone
in the train of so-called accidents
whica never should have been permit
ted to occur. From time to time pee
pie die because they have eaten toad
stools when they thought they were
eating mushrooms. Nothing Is 'maim
than to distinguish between the clones
ous edible and the deadly fungus, yet
there are those who mourn sue.
deaths as if they were laid at the 'loos
of accident.
Children are sometimes left in tn.
care of thoughtless hirelings and aro
maimed tor life through falls for whict
there was neither excuse nor occasion
• man fearfully deformed with a great
hump between bin shoulders was it
hie Infancy the most noble and beauti
ful of children. While his pretty nurse
was flirting with a gallant policeman
the baby carriage took a slide down
steep hill and was overturned at the
foot, and years of pain and wretched
nese, with the handicap of the hunch.
back, have paid for that folly.
We seldo7.1 read of a railroad acci-
dent that is not due to the careless-
ness of somebody, and yet it would be
most un:air to utter sweeping criti-
cisms on the employes of public con-
veyances. The average man is superb-
ly truatwcrtey. The eneincer sticks
ui kis post and dies in the effort to
save the train. When one of the en-
gines on the "Masiestic" was suddenly
put out of commission not long ago, by
a real accident that no care could have
anticipated or averted, the corps of en.
gineers, at the risk of their Own lives
In the face of clouds of seaiding steam
shut off the machinery, and were ear
ried to the, hc,sLital afterwards. They
were heroes.
There are accidents that no one can
prevent. But as compared with thoai
which come by lark of care, they art
few. When the lightning from the sky
strikes a man dead as he sits in his
house or walks by the way, he may
be said to perish by the act of God
But wtten a man takes hold of a live
wire with bare hands, he has ant)
himself to blame if he drops dead the
next instant The accident was stupid
and foolhardy.
• •
We need not limit what happens by
apparent accident to disaster and ce 
t lii—t-bere are pleasant things that
may properly be set down to the ac-
count of accident, since we have not
planned them nor in any way made the
least provision, mentally or materially
for their coming to pass. A young man
casts about for a good place to spend
a brief holiday. Business claims him
no constantly that vacations are few
and far between. Not often does he
obtain a recess. Shall he go to the
mountains. to the old homestead, to
the inland syringe or the shore? Shall
be accept a frined's invitation to join
him on • yacht, or possibly shall be
go on a bicycle tour over a distant
state? He finally decides on one jaunt
or another, with no ultimate object,
except to have a good hol..ay.
Yet on the yacht or In the farmhouse
or by the way he Is to meet a girl
whose eyes shall capture his heart and
who snail change the face of the world
for him for the rest of his life.
"How came Hugh to marry Belle?"
I once asked, wondering at what seem-
ed an incongruous marriage, the bus-
band a man of profound culture and
varied learning, while the wife was a
brilliant social butterfly, who cared for
little except personal adornment and
beautiful surroundings.
"Oh," said the friend who answered
roe, "they met on a slow steamer croes-
lag the Atlantic. Nearly everybody on
board was seasick. But they had en
Comecon the fact that they were both
good sailors, and uy the time they
•
---
---
---
reached Liverpool they were engaged.
You might call it an accidental wed-
ding, due to propinquity, but it has not
turned Out badly, though they are so
it-tinatrest. Belle adores Hugh and
looks up to his superior scholarship
with the proper degree of admiration.
Most men appreciate homage. As for
Hugh, though Belle is shallow, he has
never found it out. He will read a
thesis to her and she will sit looking
like a modern Madonna, really consid-
ering the style of her next gown, but
outwardly listening to her good ma-n's
deep voiee as it goes droning along the
resonant periods. She does not, un-
derstand much of it, but she retakes
him comfortable, and a good deal of
married happiness is bu.lt upon a foun-
dation of domestic comfort and mutual
adoration.
A little romance may be lent to the
most prosaic day if we are ready to
find pleasure in agreeable acchteate.
For instance, on the veranda of an inn
at a resort which is patronized all the
year round, alike in Innen* tut in sum-
mm, one may meet an old gentleman
or an old lady whose memory is a
treasure house of incidents and anec-
dote" of a by-gone day. Interesting as
younger people are, they cannot bear
comparison with delightful old people
who hays lived in the midst of things
through their busy years, and are con-
tented to sit on the edge of things in
the Indian summer of their lives. Ac-
cidentally the lady who is spending •
few weeks for her healh in a place
like this drops into convemation with
the old stager, who Is postmaster or
mistress of charming gossip, and finds
the idle days greatly enriched by the
chance acquaintance.
Accidents of this kind are common
enough, but should never be taken for
granted. They drift into our days like
extra sunbeams and should be re-
°steed with thankfulness. The hap-
pert people are those who begin each
morning with the expectation that
some accidental joy will overtake them
before night.
WARM MILK AND HEALTH.
Internal and External ApplIcationa
of the Lacteal Fluid Give Sur-
prising Results.
The milk cure is one of the most fie
mous of all cures them days, and the
way In which it is managed makes it a
tonic for the skin and the stomach.
The patient takes milk inside see out
The outside milk cure is worthy atten-
tion, writes Mme. Julie D'Arcy. This
Is the way it was described by a wo-
man who took it: "I was massaged,"
said she, "from head to foot every
night of my life with milk. I might
have taken a milk bath had It not been
so expensive. The milk baths were
managed for me in this way. At night
I was massaged with the top of the
milk, which was like cream. Then, as
the weather was cold, I was wrapped
In blankets and put to bed. This was
for extreme nervous prostration.
"In the mcrning I took a bath in
this mixture: The tub was filled with
warm water in which about a quart of
milk was stirred. And into this was
dropped ten drops of benzoin. This
DRINK
made a milky bath. After a week of
this treatment I grew strong enough to
do without the external milk treatment
and to depend eatirely upon the inter
nat.
"The internal treatment," said this
woman, "was even more interesting. I
was on the milk curee'which was man
aged thus: Every morning there was
emeglee-fer-me-etr- teerartv
whole milk. This was put in six dit
ferent cans and to each can there was
added half a pint af pure water. A
can was then set in warm water and
as it heated I was allowed to drInkk It
"I took," said she, "a full glass of
milk every half hour. It was slightly
warm, just warm enough to take the
chill off and keep me from shivering
"The ingenious part came in the fla-
voring of the milk. One can each day
was slightly flavored with vanilla. This
made the milk taste like custard. And
one can was flavored with cinnamon
There was just the very faintest taste
of spice, as in a hot punch."
Exercise Essential.
Exercise is of immense benefit in
treating the skin. A 4woman should
exercise until the shin is In a glow
She must exercise until she can feel
that her lungs and heart are etimulat-
ed, Then she is ready for the skin lo
lions And for the scented bath. The
exercise upon which the belles of other
days depended for their beauty was
dancine. Dancing and horseback rid-
ing were the two diversions.
-at 
Old-Fashioned Skin Food.
A simple, old-fashicned skin food
that is very good for wrinkles in made
by beating to a cream two tablespoon
lull of oil of sweet almonds ant{ one
teaspoonful of rose water, addine three
drops of camphor and two of (lure
it bensoin. Apply at nielit.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY,
WILL CURE NEPI"US TRO,
BLES AND WILL RESTORE TH.
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PEE.
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUct
STORES.
E. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
., • .1•■•••••••1111
MB practice in all courts of '
lucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Olke, 3D6 Broadway—Phone tv
Residence, $te Broadway,
Phone Lip
^
J. C. Flournoy Ceti/ Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Emma to, is and is, Columbia Bid.,
PADUCAH,, NY.
Dr. B. T, hail
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivera. tan
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 3s3.
Residence wet Clay, Old Phone
EXCURSION
It Lotus and Tennessee Elves W
et company—the cheapest and
excursion out of .Paducah.
$8.00 tor the Rog
Trip to lennessce river
and return.
It Is a trip of pleasure. comfort
and rest; good eerrice, g tabhg
rood rooms etc. Boats ye each
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p. ne.
For other information apply to joie
K oger , superintendent; Frank
Brown, agent
A. S. DABNE Y
—DENTIST—
Trnehart Building.
ELT. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH
TELEPHONES
Residence 3s.5 Ofies so
DR. R. F. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING,
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
.L HENDR/CIL 3.0. MIL1
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Mill,.
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Butia.
lag. 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts ef the
state. Both shower ei-
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent.
aot Fraternity Building.
Old Phone age Red; New Phone se
Paducah. Kentucky.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
I20 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 335
Office hours $ to so a. m., s to s
zn. and to g p. us.
- •
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and
Columlph.;44rileuiidiio4it -Rea. .
—I-1— 
OLIVER, OLIVER & IvirGitifGOR,
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear b
Marshall County; Pa:dttc*h,
Room 114 Fraternity Buildinr!
New Phone tikr t. Clkid Ph(-Ivio
FOR RENT—Lower apartments
h se 603 North Sixth street.
GEORGE RAWLE1GH.
TED--Position as steno
four yeIrs' experience. Atl-
B., Register office.
WA NTEli--kfc,n• U. 5. Army;
beidied unmarried men betweene
411. "'l)nite& Slates, of good character and
t , temperate habits, who can speak, readra
ri I and write Eng/ish. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond House. .Paducah, Ky.
•
.411fri
lklotatauitoes arc coming fast and
-Yau should protect yourself against
•thern, as they carry desease germs.
Skat Skeeter
is guaranteed to keep them off. Man-
- aerfatatured and- sett only at
MIIIERSONS
...,, WANT 
. -
WHITE dining room girls wanted
apaat 1/otel Craig, Fifth and Jefferson. .I,
ti ji ,FOR RENT—Readyin ata.i bison Springs, write or. f . Long, Hinson, Spgs.,
ages, 21 and 3ea citizens of the
. .
, 
z, Within thr ee ' tatiiks 
tct
a
,- ROOM—Gentirkman'an s room
. -.. istet of at the 14410C 319
remains o( ,iffst§r George Munster
North Twelfth
free. Address F. C. D. care Register. street, Rev. Willifon ilourquin of the
•
• ...... ________ _____ . . i German ..E.naugeljgal church officiat-,
--..fiqii----SALE—BOariling house lima Tile interment follows at Oak
me.keeper wishes to sell householl fu I Crewe c
tnre; two blocks of P. 0.. all mod-I Yestei-P morntng•.the remains
ern conviences address aft" care ' of Mrs .Eliza bqh 'Johnson arrived
Register. litre front 4.4.6eis dna at 3 O'clock
 lin the af moon If funeral services
:COST—Large white bird dog, with were h Rev. VV E. Cave of the
. lemon colored ears. Answers to ;First Pres yterian church officiating
name of 'Jack.". Return to E. C. iThe services were conducted at the
•Clark at tar Broadway and he re- !residence of her son Mr. Charle:t
warded. I Johnson of 412 Clark street.
,•
WANTED '— Gentleman or lady Persons desiring best service at
with good reference, to travel by curd parties, suppers. etc.. 'phone
rail or with a rig, for a firm of 2152, DICK LOGAN.
_!,•aan•000.00;)  sani,tal. Salary $1,072.00
per year and expenses; salary paid NOT OPPOSED TO
.a,ce'ely and expenses advanced. Ad-
r4estil with' stamp. Jos. A. Alexander,
Plidtaah, Ky. Harriman Warns - People Against
Present Anti-Railroad Agitation.
WANTED—Girls to sell tickets at
Address C. care Register. Seattle, Wash., May 2.—E. H. liar-
•  r'snati president of the Unflm Pacific
Union Mee.
aans------
and allied lines, addressing an audi-
cnce of Seattle business men, denied
are Ted to meet Thursday that he is opposed to the Panama
ck sharp, et the foot Canal, but warned the people against
o take part in the what he termed the "anti-railroad
• rnre 'Lab)r demonstration. Ad- agitation,:' which is now so pro-
• mi. ra'to the grinds to union rounced throughout the couritry. He
parade. Under auspices of said that while water transportatior
-Central Labor Union Carnivtl corn- should be encouraged, the people
• •
-committee. must not forget land transportation
•Oleati.aCerail. IlislitlaTERS, Chairman, is of greater importance. This is
WM. DEAL, Sectetary., Harriman's first public utterance on
• the subject of the Panama Canal.
He promised the Seattle shippers
I peoplitalbat liblhoticies issued that the Union • Pacific would reach
Firegliaurarriee agency of Ainethe cit./ as soon as the necessary
am L. Net* .can feel perfectly franchises are granted to enable it
secure, as we tell:resent oOliy the come. adding that construction
Ara/I/test, mut the best companies. would by commenced at this end of
, L. WEIL & CO. the line t!.. moment opportunity
offered.
'Dirt For S-C1s.
Anyone wanting rish flower dirt. CORNER
rtclephride"Cotorgc Seitz a; 104.4 01/t.r
• 4);(1 'phone.
1
'Three
I CNN,' M. A. McIntyre awl son. Mr.
returned yester,!.y -from
i-i±i•-:••:+•:••:••:**i-4"rc••:•+:•+++•:-1*
,
•:* PERSONAL NOTES. +
•+14+.1-1.++++•:•+-:--: :•++++++++++++
-Blackman--of
clanda in the city attending the
carnival. -
Mr. Will peeves and family of
Golconda. aie.here on a visit to
ft tends. and to take in the carnival.
Miss. Katie Robertson has gone to
alatthaws, Ital., to attend the fun-
eral of alas. Ellen Robertson.
tDr. R. E. Hearne has gone to
Label-ton, . Teen., on account of the
serious. illness of his father.,
Mr. L. P. Holland has gone to
Owensboro. Ky., on business.
Mesdames Bertha Perry and Nellie
'41-' have _arrived _from Cincinnati
to join their husbands, Edward
Perry and James McClain *of the
local ball team.
Me. J. T. NVatts of South Third
street yestarda; left for Los Angeles,
Cal.. to join • ..vife and daughter
who are thee,.
Mr. Ernie ta. Tate will today re-
turn to St. Louis after visiting his
parents Mr. and Mrs. Gus Tate.
Rev. B. W. Bass has returned from
Cadiz, Ky., where he aaisisted for
-everal days in the Christian church
revival. •
Misses 'Bessie Docoa art!. Lessie
}folkway Of Grand Rivers, are viait-
ing Mrs. J. S. Ross, wife of the at'
turney.
Col. D. F. Phelan of Trenton,
.Tenn.. is visiting Alderman W. T.
Milier„
air. Bradley Wilson, chairman of
the' Hopkins county Tobacco
Crowers Association. is in the city
from Madisonville.
Funeral Services.
Over Remains of George Munster
os and Mrs. Elizabeth Johnson.
This m'bening at io o'clock the fun
eral scram\ will. be held over the
^T‘  /4 104 '•
, OTICe.
Sin Francisco. here they ••• dttr-
ism itarthquake and th^ ,crip Pasadena, .Cal., May 2.—Thieves
a, stoic the corne -stone of the Korth
PANAMA
STONE OF
CANAL.
CHURCH STOLEN
He- 'red Pound Stone Pried
Out er.d Carried Off.
y give of the disas:er
awful. Both are glad
hi bark m Paducah once agait .
to Pasadena Methodist church. The; -
I stone %vein/is about 300 pounds and
contained coins and other small valu-
ables worth probably $1o. The
kit
"It
c-tIrrssistak
Hot':
4 .4.
N. Soule's
Liver Capsules
for
Torpid Liver
and
Malaria
90 not purge, but set gently
;Ind lhor,ouihi, o .I/ter -and
itidnets. "Used in Paducah
biriltlege ,
C.eiee?5C
8CefO•t
SATED.
• /Fifth and
Phones
•,•
, church was just completed. fly.
corner stone was pried out of the
,bitilding and removed from the prem-
STEAMER SUNK IN COLLISION
--
Five Persons Are Reported Droarned
—Cern° delete ite Sacomoo. •
Feglatol. May 2.-.-The
British steamer Blanefitld, which isail-
erk'frorn Junin Marca- TO for Dlover
for orders. was sunk off Bcachy Head
today by the Bei•isk Wk. Kate
Thomae. front Aritwer?Is for Callao.
Five persons are reperted drowned.
The captain,. amid , nine', members of
rite crew mei* landtd here by a pilot
host and it is believed that fourteen
others' were also saved. The cargo nf
the 10.01e-field was vaLued. at $25o,000.
• ,
' It'i neve4- Wird , toi find A good
areatarent to: back .u' an.ine/inatif;tl•
A gentleman; would 'rather 'hefrway.
_teken for a servant than fail to be
of service. •
•
san:tinfalalt+++++.144.4-4.4.4.
RIVER RIPPLINGS.
Cajro, 284, falling.
Chattanooga, 4.8,
Cincinnati, 21.3, rising.
Evansville, 12.7, falling.
Florence, 3.5, falling.
--Johnsonville, 6. 6, falling.
Louisville, 7. 3, falling.,
Mt. Carmel, 5.0, falling.
Nashville, 9.5, rising.
Pittsburg, 3.6, falling.
St. Louis, 21.0, standing.
Mt. Vernon, 12.5, falling.
Padacali, 15.9, falling.
At five o'clock yestetday afternoon
the steamer Clyelealeft for the Tenn_
'lessee river. She will come back
again next Monday night.
The stiamer Keutucky comes out
of the Tennessee river tonight late
and remains here until five o'clock
Saturday afternoon before skipping
away on her return trip.
The nick Fowler gets out fot
Cairo this morning at 'eight o'clock
and comes back. tonight about eleven
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
yesterday, and comes back. tomorrow.
The John S. Efripichis comes in to.
day froln Evansville and gets out
itrmediately on her return that way.
,The ButtorfPwent to Nashville yes-
t.rday and comes back here again
Sunday.
The Peters Lee left Cincinnati yes-
terday and gets hem Saturday en
route down to Memphis. •
The Georgia Lee leaves Memphis
today and gets here tomorrow en
route back to Cincinnati.
FINDS A NE WPEST 'AGENT
Disease Reported Spread by the Com-
mon Electric Light Bug.
Milwaukee, Wjs., 'May a—Building
Inspector Koch has discovered a
tuberculosis disseminating agent
which will be brougirt to the atten-
tion of the taberculosise convention
which meets here this week. It is
the electric light bug, an insect which
often grows three inches in length
and which may be seen Hying aroung
arc lights any night in the summer.
During the examination of drians
and manholes he found that the‘e in-
sects live in the manholes in the
vicinity of the arc liens. Their food
appears to consist entirely of the
slime along the walls of the manholes
and when they fly out in the evening
they are undoubtedly are an import-
ant factor in spieading disease, he
declares.
_ —
FREE SEEDS mower ,HVIUSS'
By Vote of 153 to 88 Members Re-.
cide to Continue Ristribution
Washington, May a.—By .a vote of
153 to 58 the house today-dtcided to
continue the free distribution of gar-
den and flower seeds. Many of the
items in the agricultural bill broaden-
ing the :=cope of ;he burden of chem-
istry and Dr. Wilsy's department were
eliminated on points of order, particu-
larly those relating to the adulteration
ot mod, condiments, drugs and bev-
erages.
Considerable progress aas made on
the bill after the free seed proposi-
t• was out of the way and the bill
nih be completed tomorrow.
WIL PUSH ALCOHOL BILL
Senate Comitteemen Favor Measure
Being Reported at This Session.
Washington, May2.—The free de
natured alcohol bill was considered
today by the senate committee on
finance, with the result that it ap-
peared that a mjority of the crnnnyit-
tee will demand that etre measure be
reported in some form at thi,. ses-
sion of congress.
Chairman Aldrich was instructed
to name a subcommittee of seven
members to conduct hearings on the
bill. From the tliseussion the indi-
alsocations are said to be that all of
the democratic members will vote
for the bill as also will Senators Al-
lison, Hansbrough and Spooner of the
Republican members.
•
Happy Is as the heart does. -
•
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—Mr. Henry Beyer, the waif:1970w';
butcher of Arcadia, is theafiCtlier of
a new baby boy who arrivedapt their
suburban home last evening,•
—This afternoon the Luther 'League
of the Lutheran church :meets with
Mrs. 0. 1). Schmidtt at her home in
517 Harahan boulevard. a-
-The gun club meets this after-
noon at 1:30 o'clock for im weekly
practice shoot at Wallace park, and
at the same time the two Chicago
experts, Peter Pell and son will bel
on the grounds. to give some shoot-
ing exhibitiorls.
—Special Agent King of the I. -C.1
--has retneniti front Barlow and iree
heves the tramps got into the depot,
built a 'fire and then left the same,
To Remove Freckles Pimple,
.T.* Dikys. 
U" Nadinolikl
• new 21.••••rx, INA
under & positive guar-
antee and money »-
funded In every oese
where 141 fails to remove
freekies, pimples, liver-
spots, sun-tee, eeliow-
nese, °oiler discolors-
tions. hisokliesds and &1t
eruptiods of the akin, DO
matter of how long
'Wading. Cures ordinary.
asses fa id diem Mid Mbs
worst In 10 dsys. After
these defeats weft resseved the skin will be
Masi. sof% Maltby sud beautiful. No possible
%atm eau essult trout Its use. NI cents end 12.00
U lend», dyne stores or by man.
ItATIONAL TOILET COMPANY, Paris, Timm
Flue
DEPARTMENT RUN.
Burned Out Yint•rd87 at tbt
'causing the blaze that destroyed the Yesterday afternoon about bee.
c clock thii fire iispartment of, thebuilding and contents, causing a $a•
000 loss. .4 •, /N rth and Elizabeth street lirfintil..  , '
—Mamgum lodge of . odd' Fell 4-/,, 4, ion, was called to the home of
toa•
meets tonight at the Er ity , , Eustus Petter of Elizabeth be-
ing, while Ingleside I ' them' ,.1. en Sixth and Seventh streets, by
morrow evening. The meet. t ', ' Nue burning out It amounted to
night and the Red . tomorraw vothing.
night, both at their ve Italia •
on Marth Fourth stre
Prof. W. R. Eubank. of
ty, has tendered his re
principal of Midway pub!'
Lexingron street railway k•OilapanY
began running cars an hour earlier
Easter morning to obligeetvehurch-
goers.
Alex Rose, farmer, near Lee C.
Wolfe, county, sold the timber
his farm for $10,00o cash, reset
chestnut and locust trees.
Kentucky Midland Society, an ftt-
ter-county body of physicians frOm
Anderson, Bourbon, Fayette, Frank-
lin, Harrison. Shelby, Scott and
Woodford, held a meeting in Lexing
ton last week.
Mee. I). D. Smith. of near Nee/Cade
the. has a chick but two weeks old.
which has forsaken its mother-,and
goes to roost with the old chickens..
and the neighbors declare it rematke
able.
Payments During Four Weeks.
The Old Mutual 1..ffe of New York
paid during the four weeks of Feb-
Illarf. io6, $2.000.000 in round num-
den, in death claims and tnatured en-
dowments to policy holders. No
other company can show a record ap-
ionsching this. In the two essential
points of strength, assets and surplus
over an liabilities, the Mutual Life
stands first. Don't experiment with
anything new or cheap but see,
J. M. QUINN. Dist. Mgr.
To. Fraternity Building
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates
4 Water and Oil Colon,
Mottos and Calendars
right up to date in five min
' mess tins* at tbe
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
arositem •
Opening of League Season
Paducah vs Mattoonleague Park May 3,4,5.
GRAND
General Admission 25 Cents.
STAND u CENTS, BOX SEATS 6o CENTS.
TICKETS ON SALE SMITH & NAGEL'S.
FOURTH & BROADWAY.
GAME CALLED AT 313o P. N. SHARP.
S. P. POOL L. 0. STEPHENSON.
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.,'
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS.
BOTH 'PHONES z03-205 S. THIRD ST.
NO. z to
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548
SATURDAY NIGHT, MAY 5
r. Walter Dam rosch
and the New YoOymphony Orchestra
SA,OIST
ist Z u d I e Harris
It's hard keeping the heart healthy
when you put your treasure into
unclean pieces. .
Robert Carlton. the well known
piano inner, telephone 317.
An organisation which), AA ned wide-spread fame under
guished leadership of Ms.,•Waltee Damrosch, in an event of
tkan ordinary importance:' One of which any music-loving
may well be proud.
PRICES soc, 75c, $1.00, $L'.
the distin-
far more
community
SEATS ON SALE FRIDAY 9 A. M.
111 KENTUCK
• TELEPHONE 548.
#50NIGHT
rhE "PC SHOW
ack
etropolitaji
Burlesquers
FITATURINO
*1
Prices: 25. 35, so. 75 and Sz.00r
Oasts on Sale Wednesday g a. ni.*
• 
Tues. Night, May ,E)
In Clyde Fiich's Comedy
The Toast of
The Town,
With Notable Company tend
Production.
Prices: 5oc, 76c, Is, $1.50 and •$2.
Seats on sale Friday 9 a. m.
Free List Entirely Suspended.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
Jim -Duff-y
eer3f-a Broadway. 
)
Pressing and Cleaning
Old Telephone 711-R
SPECTACLES' 
EYE GLASSES
'It' SI w° RI4
and Sid
Adjusted $5.0t1
EYES TESTED FREE.:
By Ewen, Graduate Optician
Satisfaction Guaranteed
L.WOLFF,
JEWELER & OPTICIAAII4
327 Broadway.
;
ft.
You will have to buy more COAL this season. Why not buy
TRADEWATER COAL
So }mu will know where to get the BEST COAL fot NEXT WINTER?"
• Lumpl3c, Nut 12c. 'Both Telephonev244.
Foot of
°MO
Street. est Kentucky C
' Incorporated.
411
giammarior 
1
4;*
